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INrRODUCTION

The Florida State Department of Education is at pres

ent developing a new curriculum bulletin, The Guide for So

Cial Studies for Florida Elementary Schools. In a search

for some conm:>n strands or threads around which to organize

its revision of the social studies program, the Central Plan

ning Cormdttee responsible for preparing this Guide made an

exploratory study of the questions, concerns, problems, and

interests of elementary schOOl-age children in Florida.

Some 3,000 elementary teachers in Florida cooperated by re

cording children's statements which appeared to indicate the

interests, concerns, Bnd problems of children. By analyzing

these statements the Committee identified twelve categories

which they arranged into two large interrelated groups of

interests. problems. and concerns as follows:

I. QUESTIONS, CONCERNS. INrmESTS. AND PROBLEMS OF CHIL_
DREN RELATING PERSONALLY TO THEMSELVES AND OTHERS

Themselves
Their Families
Their Age-Mates
Their Schools
Their Health snd Safety
Their Recreation and Leisure Time
Their MOral and Spiritual Values

II. QUESTIONS, CONCERNS, INrmESTS, AND PROBLEMS OF CHIL.
DREN RElATING TO THEIR EXPANDING LIFE.SPACE IN SOCIErY

Their Communities

1
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Their Cultural Heritage
Their Collntry and Peoples of the World
Their Economic System and MOney Values
Communication, Transportation, and Travell

Analysis of the survey findings showed that within

each of the twelve categories outlined above there were ques

tions, concerns, interests, and problems of children at

every age and grade level. This fact seemed to signify that

children's interests and learnings about themselves, their

families, their communities. their country, or the peoples

of the world cannot be confined within anyone grade level

or year of the school program but instead run as continuing

strands through all the grades. 2 The Central Planning COm

mittee accordingly recognized these twelve categories as the

common strands of continuing, changing, and vital needs and

interests of children that should run through the social ed

ucation program at every level in the elementary school and

recommended that experiences based on needs and interests

suggested along these continuing strands be fulfilled in

each year I s program. 3

As an elementary school teacher and a prospective

librarian the writer has been especially interested in those

needs and interests of children related to their personal

and social development. She therefore welcomed the opportunity

lFlorida ~ Department of F.ducation~ lIElementary Social
Studies~ II a Preliminary Report of the Central Planning Com
mittee Revising the Elementary Social Stlldies GUide (Tallahas_
see, Florida: State Department of Education, Au_gust~ 1958),
pp. 25-26.

2 3Ibid., p. 26. Ibid., p. 59.
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to explore the possibility of a study related to the currently

developing social studies program in this state. The need

for a bibliography of library materials for children to ac

company the new social studies plan as part of the forthcom

ing elementary social studies guide provided the basis for

such a study. After a conference with Miss Sara de Keni,

State Supervisor of Elementary Education, and Miss Audrey

Newman. State Library Consultant for Florida Schools, in

which they identified the requisite characteristics of the

Guide'S bibliography of library materials for children, the

writer decided to undertake a study of materials which could

be used to reinforce Area I of the new elementary social

studies plan. Continuing interest strands in this area of

the plan emphasize personal and social relationships.

The purpose of this study is to compile a graded. an

notated list of library materials in the area of personal and

social development (1) which meet established criteria for

selection of children's materials and (2) which can be rec

ommended to teachers of elementary social studies in the

State of Florida. In connection with the development of

this list, an analysis has been made of materials available

for evaluation. This analysis was made to determine the ade_

quacy of library materials related to each continuing strand

in Area I of the social studies program and to discover where

production of additional materials is badly needed. Only the

materials listed in current selection aids were considered
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for inclusion in the bibliography of library materiala devel

oped through thia atudy.

For purposes of the study, "library materials ll in

clude books other than texts, films, filmstrips, and disc re

cordings. Inclusion of tape recordings 1n this study was

considered, but a final decision to omit them resulted from

practical difficulties in securing materials for evaluation.

A suggested list of tape recordings for evaluation and possible

use may be found in Appendix I of the study. Although the

writer recognizes their value for enriching the social studies

program, she has omitted periodicals, because few schools

bind them and make them permanently accessible; and pamphlets,

because of their ephemeral nature. ~.aterials resources of

the Florida State University Library Materials Center. the

Florida State University Demonstration School Materia~s Cen

ter, the Curriculum Library of the Florida State Department

of Education, and the Florida State University Film Library

have been utilized in developing the list of library materials

and its acoo~nying analysis.

The "area of personal and social development U covers

the seven categories of QUESTIONS, CONCERNS. INrERESTS, AND

PROBLEMS OF CHILDREN RELATING PERSONALLY TO THEM>ELVES AND

OTHERS, outlined on pages 25_26 of the preliminary report of

the Central Planning Committee developing the Guide for So

cial Studies for Florida Elementary Schools.

The Ilestablished criteria for selection of children's
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materlals lf are those listed on pages 31-33 of The Haterials

Center) Florida Education Department Bulletin 22C, and quoted

below:

Books

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Films

Is the subject matter suitable and desirable for
young people?

In factual books, is the subject matter accurate,
authoritative, and up to date?

Will the subject matter tend to develop desirable
attitudes and appreciations?
Does the subject matter interpret historical or
lDJdern life situations from a true and unbiased
viewpoint?

Is the style of the book-vocabulary J sentence
structure, form, diction--appropriate and effect
ive for the subject matter and for the readers
for- whom it is intended?

Is the format of the book satisfactory--in ap
pearance, size, durable binding, opaque paper,
wide margins, type, spacing heeween lines?
Are the illustrations satisfactory from the
standpoint of text, of clarity, of art value?
Is the author qualified to write in this particu
lar field?

What is the reputation of the publisher in rela
tion to desirable books for school libraries?
Has the book been included in any recognized
list or review of books auitable for school li
braries?

1. Is the film basic teaching msteriBl? Is it au
thentic?

2. Is it of suitable length for comprehenston--ten,
fifteen, twenty ~nutes of film showing?

3. Does the film incorporate teaching qualities that
reflect the Laws of learning? readiness, repeti
tion. and effect?

4. Does it =tivate pupil activities?
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5. Is the film within the level of age of the group
to which it is to be shown?

6. Is the action in the film such that the pupils
will "live ll through these experiences with aetors?

7. Are photographic quality and sound good?

8. Will the film actually help build desirable at
titudea and help develop abilities?

FillllStrips

L

5.

4.

2.

3.

Are they true to facts?

Are they appropriate to age level and purpose?
Are they good in technical quality. i.e., with
sharp lines, good coloring, no blemishes, scratches
etc.?

Are they worth the price in terms of future as
well as present use?
Have you viewed them through a projector? (Son1e
defects may not be seen by the naked eye.)

Recordings

1. Is the recording appropriate to the purpose in
tended?

2. Ibes it have clear tone quality?
3. Is the content and vocabulary suitable to the tm

turity level of the pupils with whom it is to be
used?

4. Is the material interestingly presented?
5. Is it up-to-date and authentic?

6. Does it encourage intelligent listening?
7. Does it stlm.11ate learning and proll'Dte fOllow-up

activities?

8. May it be used effectively without a teacher's
manual?

With reference to grade level, the term, llelementary, II

1ncludes grades one through six to coincide with State De

partment of Education definition. l l~terlals available for

!Ylorida, Department of Education, Teaching 1n Florida
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evaluation" are those which could be procured for examination

from the resource centers previously named. "Adequacy, II as

it is applied to those materials specified 1n the study, is

intended to have both a quantitative and a qualitative can-

notation.

It is the writer's hope that this study will in some

measure (1) motivate improvement and better utilization of

library resources to strengthen the social studies program,

(2) identify for teachers and librarians materials capable

of helping children attain competence in human relations,

and (3) suggest an organization of library resources which

will help teachers implement the new social studies plan and

more fully comprehend its scope.

In developing a list of library materials suitable

for reinforcing rea I of the new elementary social studies

plan for Florida Schools the following procedure was adopted:

1.

2.

Read the preliminary report of the Central Planning
Committee Revising the Elementary Social Studies
Guide.

Read books and articles concerning the teaching of
social studies in the school and professional liter
ature pertaining to social education and ~n rela
tions.

3. Consider established criteria for selection of li
brary materials in the area of personal and social
development and choose appropriate criteria for use
in the study.

4. For each of the seven strands outlined under Area I

Elementary Schools, Bulletin 47 (Tallahassee, Florida: State
Department of Education, 1958), p. iii.
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of the social studies plan:

a. identify possible books as recoumended or listed
in

Best Books for Children
A Bibliography of Books for Children
Children and Books
Children's Catalog
Library Journalls Recommended Children's Books
Literature and MUsic as Resources for Social Studies
Reading Ladders for Human Relations
Recommended BookS for Florida Schools

b. identify possible films as listed in Ed~cational

Film Guide

c. identify possible filmstrips as listed in Film
strip Guide

d. identify possible recorded materials as listed in

Children's Record Reviews
Literature and Yuste as Resources for the Social

Studies
Conmercial catalogs

5. Read, view, or listen to as many of these materials
as are accessible at the Florida State Department of
Education Curriculum Library, the Florida State Uni
versity Library Materials Center, the Florida State
University Dembnstration School Materials Center, and
the Florida State University Film Libraty.

6. List and annotate for each of the social education
strands in Area I the materials which seem to satisfy
the "established criteria II selected for use in this
study, grouping them according to grade categories.

In the accompanying analysis and swrmary the writer

has attempted to:

rela
tools
for

Appraise the sum of library materials evaluated
tlve to their adequacy for use as instructional
in Area I of the elementary social studies plan
Florida Schools.

2.. Discover what and where needs exist for library m3
terials related to this area of social studies educa
tion.

1.
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3. Interpret these findings Bnd make any pertinent
recommendations.

Sample statements of children, categorized by the

Central Planning Comrndttee Revising the Elementary Social

Studies Guide as illustrative of the questions, problems,

concerns, and interests of children, were used to some ex-

tent as a guide in the identification, classification, and

subsequent appraisal of materials for the study. These

statements, which appear on pages 29-35 of the Preliminary

Report of the Central Planning Committee, Bre included in

Appendix II of this study.



CHAPTER I

THE SOCIAL STUDIES IN ELEMENtARY EDUCATION

In their newly developed Guide to Content in the So

cial Studies, the National Council for the SocLal Studies

has stated that:

The IDJst inclusive aim of social studies as a part
of general education in the United States is to help
young people learn to carry on the free society they
have inherited, to make whatever changes DK)dern condi
tions demand or creative imagination suggests that are
consistent with its basic principles and values, and to
hand it on to their offspring better than they received
it. l

Despite the recency of their context, the social

studies objectives embodied 1n the foregoing statement are

not new to American education. Even before the Constitution

was written, the elementary school curriculum included sub

jects designed to help children become adequate citizens in

a new republic. In the years that have ensued, citizens,

legislators and educstors have sought through their schools

ways of fostering, perpetuating, and improving social atti

tudes, ideals, and conduct consistent with living in a free

society. Changing needs of that rapidly changing society

INa tiona 1 Council for the Socia 1 Studies, A Guide to
Content in the Social Studies, quoted in The National Elemen
tary Principal, XXXVII (May, 1958), 21.

10
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have brought related changes in the content, emphases, and

definition of the social studies, snd have added new dimen

sions to the school!s responsibility for helping children

understand what dem::>cratlc living means for individuals, for

nations, and for a world of peoples and nations. But the

over-all objectives of the social studies 8S 8 part of ele

mentary education--the ability and desire to live wholly snd

effectively in a free society, and the capacity, insight,

and faith to mske that society better than it is--these have

remained relatively constant through the years.

The term "social studies" 1s a comparatively recent

addition to the education vocabulary. Although it was given

the official sanction of the National Education Association

as early as 1916. it achieved little recognition until it

became a part of the name of the newly-organized National

Council for the Social Studies some five years later. As it

1s presently used, the term designates those subjects of the

school curriculum which are concerned directly with human re

lations. As distinguished from the social sciences which

deal in the materials of research at a scholarly level t the

social studies refer primarily to lIBterials of an instruc

tional nature in which learnability is a requisite factor.

Both the social sciences and the social studies draw their

content from hUD'Sn relationsh,,"ps; both trUst meet the same

standards of reLiability. scholarship. and truth. They dif

fer only in level of difficulty. Practically defined. "the
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social studies are the social sciences simplified and reor

ganized for instructions 1 purposes. 111

Because of its close relationship to social studies,

the term "social education> II which 1s fast coming into gen

eral use, deserves clarification at this point. The term is

not synonyunus with nor a substitute for social studies. It

embraces tlDre than social studies Bnd is used to represent

all phases of the environment which influence the social mJ

turity of children. 2 The social education responsibilities

of the school are fulfilled through the day-by-day living of

children with ea ch other in the school and through the socia 1

studies program. 3 As one of the channels of social education

in the sc1x>o1, the social studies program functions to bring

to the child insight, understandings, and attitudes which he

could DOt experience otherwise except in a limited and super

ficial way.

Although the social studies, 8S we know them, are of

relatively recent origin, man I s endeavor to educste his chil

dren in human relationships dates back to .antiquity. Social

learnings in history, geography, and citizenship had their

beginnings in ancient times and have received varying degrees

lEdgar B. Wesley and Mary A. Adams, Teaching Social
Studies in Elementary Schools (Boston: D. C. Heath, 1952),
pp. U-14.

~illiam B. Ragan, tbdern Elgr.'ntary Curriculum (New
York: The Dryden Press, 1953), p. 2 •

~lorida, Department of Education, "Elementary Social
Studies," a Preliminary Report ••• , p. 24.
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of emphasis through the centuries. l

In the United States emphases in the social studies

have tended to shift with the changing needs of a nation of

people. In colonial schools, religious aspects of humsn re

lations received the most stress because of the need to f06-

ter and perpetuate the religious convictions of the founding

fathers. As the colonies achieved their independence and

pursued the business of nation-building; as the country grew

and absorbed citizens from other lands; and as civil conflict,

depressions, and wars disrupted the course of events; citi

zenship education emerged as the nationls t!Eljor need. To

meet that need, the various subjects 1n the social studies

field were introduced into the curriculum and have undergone

frequent reorganization to increase their social utility

and to accoUJ1'Oclate social change.

At first the social studies drew their content largely

from geography, history, and civics. Geography was introduced

as an elementary school subject during the eighteenth century

and was colIl1Dnly taught in elementary schools by 1800. His

tory content found its way into the curriculum incidentally

through geography and reading until 1825, when the first his

tory books began to appear. It began to achieve status as

an elementary school subject around 1860. Both history and

geography had as one of their chief purposes the inculcation

lHenry J. Otto, Social Ed cation in Elements
Schools (New York: Rinehart and ~mpany, 1956), pp.'125_226.
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of civic virtues and ideals of patriotism. Civics was added

to the curriculum in the post-Civil War period when the task

of rebuilding the Union and insuring it against future dis

ruption pointed to a need for rore detailed study of the

Constitution and principles of government. Until that time,

instruction in civil government and the duties of citizen

ship had been given through the study of geography and his-

tory.

Precipitated by the rapid national growth which fol

lowed the Civil War, there began in 1890 a trend toward the

expansion and improvement of the whole social education pro

gram which has continued until the present day. Nationwide

attention was focused on the social studies 1n the hope that

they might offer the best means of preparing youth for citi

zenship in a democracy. In the period between 1890 and 1920

the work of three national organizations--the National Edu

cation Association, the American Historical Society, and the

National Society for the Study of Education, did lIUch to or

ganize and standardize the content of the social studies. l

The years since 1920 have witnessed numerous and

pronounced changes both in the social studies themselves and

in their relationship to the elementary school curriculum.

~~ny of these changes can be attributed to the increasing

complexity of social relationships in a rapidly changing,

uncertain world and to progress in the science and theory of

1Ibid., pp. 226-232.
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education.

Three important developments of recent years have

translated the social studies from mere infonmtion about

"places, peoples, wars, and changing ways of living ll into

lithe very essence of what man lives by and what man lives

for. III The preliminary report of the Central Planning Com

mittee Revising the Elementary Social Studies Guide summa

rizes these developments as follows:

Following two world wars, the United States has
emerged with a position of leadership am:mg nations.

Man's new knowledge of atomic power has in it the
potential for great destruction or creative construc-
tion.
M:m's invasion of outer space is opening up new
frontiers. Z

Educators recognize in these developments serious impliea-

tions for the social studies as a part of the elementary

school curriculum. Decisions as to whether the scientific

knowledge noted above will be used destructively or construc

tively will be in the hands of children now in school--es-

pecially the children of the United States, because of their

country's position of leadership in the world. 3 The under

standing of and competence in human relationships essential

lauth Tooze, Your Children Want To Read (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1957), p. 121.

~lorida, Department of Education, IIElementary Social
Studies, II a Preliminary Report ••• , p. 3.

1Ruth Tooze and Beatrice P. Krone, Literature and
~usic as Re ources for the Social Studies (Englewood Cliffs,

ew Jersey: Prentice-Ha ,Inc., , p. 449.
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to such decision-making are regarded as the special province

of the social studies. Competence 1n human relationships is

no longer being interpreted simply in terms of living amic

ably together as individuals or as a nation but 1n terms of

living amicably together on the satre earth. l

As the increasing complexity of social relationships

has added new dimensions to the problem of developing compe

tence in ~n relationships, educational research has

brought new approaches to its solution. Within the space of

four decades, many new concepts have emerged relative to

learning, content, methods of teaching, and resources for

tea ching and learning. These new concepts have produced

marked effects in the content, organization, an,d methods of

social studies instruction.

As late as 1920, history, geography, and civics were

still being taught as separate subjects of the curriculum.

Citizenship development, the primary objective of the social

studies, wa s ba sed on the mem:>ry method which a ssumed that

only by mastering the factual content of their history,

geography, and civics texts could children become adequate

peOple and citizens. Content was drawn alrrost exclusively

from textbooks with little effort to use other types of in

structional materials. 2

In m>re recent years the concept of unity am:mg the

~ooze, Your Children Want To Read, p. 121.
2
Otto, OPt cit., p. 232.
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various social studies has replaced the tendency to think of

and teach them as isolated subjeets. Subject labels have be

gun to disappear as the scope of the socLal studies has grad

ually been broadened to include materials from the whole

range of the social sciences as well as from the fields of

science, literature, and the arts. l

While effective citizenship continues to be a major

objective in social studies programs, it is now generally

realized that the kinds of attitudes, values, and conduct

which comprise it cannot be gained merely through courses in

the curriculum. Present-day social studies programs mke

provision for children to grow in effective citizenship
2through deroocratic practices. Facts and infornatlon about

people, places, and events are still recognized as "necessary

elements of critical thinking, problem-solving, and building

attitudes, II but II'Odern social studies teaching considers also

the reasons children have for learning and the ways in which

they gain and use their learning about people, places, Bnd
3events. The memory method is conspic~ously absent in cur-

rent teaching procedures wherein children participate in

setting objectives, determining procedures, and evaluating

~lorida, Department of Education, "Elementary Social
St~dies,tt a Preliminary Report ••• , p. 4.

~esley and Adams, OR. cit., p. 36.

\olorida, Department of Education, "Elementary Social
Studies, II a Preliminary Report ••• , p. 5.
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their learnings. 1

TeKtbooks continue to supply important content for

the social studies program but many other resources have

come into use with the introduction of newer methods and

course organizations. An adequate social studies program

now implies discriminating use of many library materials,

both in printed and audio~visual form, 1n order to provide

accurate, economical, and effective learning experiences.

In attempting to keep step with the problems and

needs of living in today's world, social studies instruction

has had to be fluid and constantly changing. As a result,

social studies programs have become tIDre and ttDre varied and

continuously in need of revision. New breadth in the scope

of the social studies, an ever expanding reservoir of know

ledge, new concepts of teaching and learning, and an in

creasing variety of instructional materials have further

complicated the problem of selecting and organizing the con

tent of soctal studies programs.

In Florida Schools the problem of content, scope,

and sequence in soctal studies instruction has been resolved

in a variety of ways. The oldest approach to the problem

has been that of planning the program around a basic text

book. The chosen text then becomes the course of study and

determines, to varying degrees, the content, organization,

methods, and desired outcomes of soctal studies instruction.

lOtto, op. cit., p. 233.
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Variations in the textbook approach may range from the slav

ish adherence to textbook content to the continuous adapta

tion of that content to fit the needs of a particular group

of children. l In its narrowest sense the textbook approach

to planning social studies programs does not embody enough'

present-day knowledge about child development and learning

to be considered sound educational practice. The more close

ly the program follows the content of the textbook, lithe

less time and fewer opportunities there are for helping chil

dren balance their learnings of today and yesterday and to

nurture their interest in applying their learnings to their

behavior. 11
2

Florida schools which do not use some variation of

textbook guidance plan their social studies programs around

a series of themes or topics.. The mst conm::m arrangement

of social studies themes follows the pattern of the expand

ing environment outlined below:

Grade One:
Grade Two:

Grade Three:
Grade Four:
Grade Five:

Grade Six:

Living in Home and School
Helping Each Other in the Community

Developing and Improving the Community

Living in Different Types of Communities

Improving Life in Different Regions of the
United States

Developing S"ccessful Ways of Living on a
World Basis. j

lrlorida, Department of Education, ttElementary Social
Studies." a Preliminary Report • • • • pp. 6-10.

2 3Ibid•• p. 10. Ibid•• p. 11.
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As an organizational guide for planning the social

studies program, the expanding environment approach has a

number of serious limdtations. While it tries to relate the

social studies program to the development of children, such

organization breaks the continuity of learning experience py

assigning the continuing interests snd learnings of children

about themselves, their families, their communities, their

country, and the world to separate grade levels in the cur

riculum. Attempts to use this approach in establishing con

tinuity in learning from grade level to grade level and from

school to school break down in practice because social studies

programs vary from state to state and children in Florida

schools come and go from all parts of the United States.

Finally, the themes of the expanding environment pattern are

identical to those used in the preparation of many social

studies textbooks. As 8 consequence, the tectbook rather

than the problems and interests of children often determines

the organization of the social studies program. l

Both the textbook approach and the expanding environ

ment approach have failed to close the gap between the atti

tudes, appreciations, and values sought through social

studies instruction and the citizenship behavior subsequently

rea lized in the day-tn-day living of children exposed to

such instruction. As teachers have attempted to meet object

ives stipulated by programs based on either of these approaches,

1Ibid., pp. 12-14.
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they have been ftllstrated by the failllre of many of their

students to absorb the facts and information prescribed by

the social studies program adopted. They have been further

disconcerted by the failure of facts Bnd information, once

acquired, to make any appreciable difference in a child's

understanding of and competence in hwnan relationships. On

the other hand, the increased responsiveness of children for

studying and working on problems and interests real to them

has tended to create dissatisfaction with rigidly structured

socia 1 studies programs.1

Recognition of the limitations of existing approaches

for providing adequate social studies programs in the state

has led the Central Planning Committee Revising the Elemen

tary Social Studies Guide to recoomend the "continuing

strand ll approach to social studies described in the intro

duction to this study. Organized around the continuing

strands of childrenls concerns, interests and problems. the

new plan seeks a school program in which day-by-day living

and the socia 1 studies are llinterrelated and developed to

fulfill the same purposes. 11
2 At the same time it seems to

reflect a modern concept of continuity in social learning

which emphasizes "building within" rather than merely adding

onto or making substitutions for learning that has gone before. 3

1 2!2!£•• pp. 20-23. Ibid., p. 24.

3Alice Miel and Peggy Brogan, More Than Social Stlldies
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1957), p. 85.
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Certain aspects of this "continuing strand ll approach

to social studies instruction pose problems for classroom

teachers and school librarians. The "continuing strand l1

philosophy upsets the cotIm:mly accepted "expanding environ

ment" approach, which designates specific social studies

learnings for each grade level and limits those learnings in

terms of geographic areas. Because mst of the state-adopted

textbook series have employed this lIexpanding environment"

pattern, strict adherence to textbook content in setting up

a social studies program is no longer a possibility, while

increased reliance on non-textbook materials (including li

brary materials) becomes a necessity. To accomplish its ob

jectives, the new approach to organizing social studies pro

grams conmands the use of a great quantity Bnd variety of

library resources and imposes a high premium upon their qua

lity. It creates the need for investigation of the adequacy

of these resources and for research relative to their im

provement and best utilization.

Seven of the twelve strands of the proposed plan are

WOven around "questions, concerns, interests, and problems

of children relating personally to themselves and others."

With so auch emphasis on personal and social relationships

there must be corresponding emphasis on,the identification

~nd selection of related instructional materials which clari

fy or develop insight into those relationships and help chil

dren achieve competence in human relations. Materials 1n
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this area, because they deal primarily with attitudes and

developmental values, are frequently more difficult to iden

tify and select than are materials of a IIOre informational

nature. This difficulty points toward an especial need for

a selected, annotated bibliography of library materials woven

around the seven strands in this particular area, if the new

social studies program is to be successfully implemented.

Some reorganization of library materials will be es

sential to relate them to the- social studies program in a

way that will facilitate their use. Grade level can no

longer serve as the principal factor in determing at what

point in the social studies curriculwn materials on a cer

tain topic are useful, necessary, and interesting. Structure

of the new plan demands IISterials for each age and grade

level to reinforce every continuing interest strand. That

the significance of this point may not escape elementary

school librarians and social studies teachers, the bibliog

raphy which accompanies the new social studies plan should

suggest many materials with similar purpose or content ap

propriate for the diversity of ability levels represented in

the public schools.

It is hoped that the bibliography which follows will

help librarians and teachers with some of the problems cre

ated by the new approach to social studies instruction and

in so doing make more effective their efforts to help chil

dren:
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• • • to learn to carry on the free society they have
inherited, to make whatever changes nodem conditions
demand or creative inagination suggests that are con
sistent with its basic principles and values, and to
hand it on to their offspring better than they received
it. l

INBtional Council for the Social Studies, loc. cit.



CHAPTER II

SELECTED, ANNOTATED LIST OF LIBRARY MATERIALS IN THE AREA

OF PERSONAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AVAIIABLE FOR

TEACHIN:: SOCIAL STUDIES IN FLORID\.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

The following bibliography of library materia Is in

cludes separate listings of books, films, filmstrips, and

disc recordings, categorized according to the seven strands

of "continuing, changing, Bnd vital needs and interests of

children" outlined under Area 1 of the new plan for social

studies 1n Florida elementary schools.

Books are arranged alphabetically by atlthor tlnder

grade level: Grades 1-3, Grades 4-6. A specific grade lev

el for each book is given in parentheses to the'right of

author I s name. Books in the category of ''Recreation and

Leisure Time" are differentiated under grade level as 1110

formational books" and "Stories." In the category of 'MJral

and Spiritual Values,lt a differentiation is made under grade

level between books dealing with "Religious understanding"

and those dealing simply with 'rvalues." Films, filmstrips,

and recordings are arranged alphabetically by title under

grade level.

25
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Grade levels were determined from selection aids in

which the various materia 1s were identified. Those materials

listed under Grades 1-3 which are also appropriate for use

in Grades 4-6 have been designated by the symbol # to the

left of the item. Because grade levels for using ttSterials

vary with interest and meturity of children, grade levels

indicated are intended to be suggestive rather than limiting.

Inasmuch as children's questions, concerns, interests,

and problems cannot be rigidly categorized, it is impossible

so to categorize the library materials related to them. For

this reason uany of the uaterials in this bibliography can

be usefully related to more than one strand of learning in

the Boca! studies program. The writer has used the sample

statements of children, categorized according to learning

strands in the Preliminary Report of the Central Planning

Committee, as a guide for classifying materials in the bib

liography.

l-f.aterials about moners, when they are of a general

nature or when they apply to rn:>re than one strand of the so

cial studies program, are classified as materials related to

the questions, concerns, interests, and problems of children

about themselves.

So great was the number of books related to recrea

tional and leisure time activities that books on handicrafts,

art, and organized games and sports were for the nost part

excluded from the list. A few books on baseball, football,
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and basketball have been included for their value to young

spectators and sports fans.

This bibliography does not pretend to be an exhaus

tive listing of materials available for enriching the social

studies program 1n Florida Schools. It does attempt to iden

tify rnsteria ls considered highly appropriate for that pur

pose and to arrange them in a manner that will facilitate

their use.

Materials Related to Questions, Concerns, Interests,
and Problems of Children about Themselves

Books

Grades 1-3

#Andersen, Hans Christian. (2-5)
The Emperor's New Clothes. Hale, 1949. 43 p.

Because lithe way one thinks one looks" is so impor
tant to them, children appreciate the hLUIDrous conse
quences of a clothes-loving emperor's extreme vanity.

#Bannon, laura.
Hat for a Hero. a Tarascan Boy of Y.exico.
1954. unp.

By saving his little sister's life at the risk of
his own, mischievous Pablo proves that he is "made of
brave stuffn and ready to wear a "man_style hat. 1I

Bannon, Laura. (1-3)
Y",nuela's Birthday in Old !"_ico. Hale, 1939.
46 p.

Although birthdays are one of the best parts of

#Indicates that the item falls into two grade level
categories: "Grades 1_3 11 and also ltGrades 4-6. 11
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growing uP, this story of a little Mexican girl's "hap
piest fiirtnday" rna kes them seem even nicer.

Beatty, Hetty.
Droopy. Hale, 1954. 26 p.

A brave deed he didn't have to do turned ~oopy from
a stubborn Itllie into a hero and then his ears stood
straight up on his head, just as they should.

Beim, Jerrold.
Freckle Face. Crowell, 1957. 33 p.

Ann tried in vain to get rid of her freckles until
she discovered how many lovely flowers have them too.

(2-5)
You.r EIrotions and How They Work.

This explanation of emotions, their effects on body
chemistry, and their function in making life rich and
interesting is reduced to simplest terms. Benefits of
sharing pleasant emotions and intelligent ways of dealing
with unpleasant emotions are illustrated by the use of
typical real-life situations.

Jerrold.
The Smallest Boy in the Class. I-Drrow, 1949.

(1-3)
unp.

(2_4)

The smallest boy in the class became almost the
biggest nuisance before he found that stature can be
IOOre than a matter of physical size.

fFBromhall, Winifred.
Belinda's New Shoes. Knopf, 1945. unp.

A little girl's insistence on wearing her new red
shoes every day almost costs her the pleasure of dancing
in them on festival day. Shmvs how the desire to be
like others in one's group can sometimes mke one act
injudiciously.

Clark, Ann Nolan.
Third ~bnkey. Viking, 1956. 44 p.

(K-4)
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Because he 1s 1I1ittle and ugly and the third one,"
the odd UDnkey in the nest sets out to be like something
besides a m:mkey J only to prove himself so good at m:m
key business that he becomes leader of his tiibe.

ilCleary, Beverly.
Henry !!qggins. Jobrrow, 1950. 155 p.

Henry adopts a stray dog and from then on difficul
ties pile up for him, his family, and his friends.
Shows a healthy attitude toward problem-solving as well
as good family and peer relationships.

Dalgliesh, Alice.
Bears on HemJock MOuntain. Scribner, 1952.

(K-3)
unp.

(3-5)

What Jonathan may have lacked 1n courage, he made up
for with resourcefulness and a big iron pot when he met
the bears on Hemlock t-nuntain.

'De Angeli, Yarguerite.
Bright April. DJubleday, 1946. 86 p.

The only little Negro girl in the Brownie troop ac
cepts her dark skin and m3kes allowance for the thought
lessness of others while being thoughtful herself.

ilDe Angeli, Marguerite. (3-6)
The DJor in the Wall. Doubleday, 1949. 111 p.

"Thou has only to follow the wall far enough and
there will be 8 door in it." Robin found his door when
he learned that crooked legs are better than a crooked
spirit and developed the skills and courage to surm:>unt
his handicap.

Angeli, Mar~erite.

Henner s Lydia .. Doubleday, 1936. unp.
(3-5)

A little Pennsylvania Dutch girl wins a trip to mar
ket with Henner, her father, by sticking to a job until
it is finished.

llDe Angeli, Narguerite.
Yonie Wondernose. D:>ub1eday, 1944. unp ..

(1-4)
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The curiosity of a seven-year-old Pennsylvania D.ttch
Boy gets him into all kinds of scrapes and earns him a
hated nickname, but it proves an asset Bnd helps him win
his father's trust one night when lightning strikes the
barn.

Felt, Sue.
Rosa-Tao-Little. Doubleday, 1950. unp.

Rosa solves her problem of being "too little ll to
check out books at the library by learning to write her
name so that she can be a borrower. Helpfulness and co
operation in family relationships are well portrayed.

Fi.scher. (K.-3)
Some-

(K-2)

(1-3)

(2-4)

Freeman, Ibn.
Mop Top. Viking, 1955. 48 p.

A small boy learns that appearances do count and
Willingly submits to a haircut after a nearsighted lady
mistakes his head for a floor rrop.

Garrett t Helen.
Angelo. the Naughty One. Hale, 1944. 40 p.

A bath he wasn l t expecting transforms a little Mex
ican boy who hated water from lIAngelo, the naughty one, tl

into I1Angelo, the pride of his family.1I

ffGeisel, Theodor Seuss.
Yertle, the Turtle. Random, 1958. 86 p.

Yertle who took advantage of his brother turtles,
Gertrude McFuzz who wanted a fancier tail than all the
other girl birds in the community, and the bear and the
rabbit who tried to out ..brag each other are featured in
three humorous fables in rhyme.
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(2_5)ilGodden, Rumer.
Fairy Doll. Viking, 1956. 67 p.

In a fairy doll from the top of the Christmas tree
Elizabeth finds nagic to help her outgrow her awkward
ness Bnd insecurity.

(K-2)

to
he
he

Gramatky, Hardie.
Little Toot. Hale, 1939. unp.

Little Toot hated work and made himself a nuisance
the other tugboats on the river. Then one stormy day
earned the right to be called a hero and after that
was the tJX)st industrious tugboat of all.

(1-3)Hogan, Inez.
The Littlest Bear. Dutton, 1959. unp.

As he follows his mother through everyday experi
ences, the "littlest bear" learns to think for himself,
to weigh each alternative before he mkes a decision,
and to handle social situations skillfully.

(I<..2)Howell. Virginia.
Who Likes the D3rk? Lothrop, 1945. unp.

This reassuring description of sounds and activities
that go on after the lights are out should help to coun
teract a child's fear or the dark.

Joslin, Sesyle. (2..3)
What Do Yoq Say, Dear? Wm. R. Scott, 1958. unp.

Correct behavior is illustrated by hilarious, though
hypothetical, social predicanents and 8nusing pictures
in this new approach to manners for the very young.

(1-3)IO..etn, Leonore.
What Woqld You Do If? Scott, 1956. unp.

This picture story, showing the difference in reac
tions of Dan, his father, and his little sister to the
same situation, carries a well-concealed uoral relative
to respecting the opinions of others.
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Krauss, Ruth.
The Growing Story. Hale, 1947. unp.

All through the sumner a little boy watches
grow but cannot see that he, htmself, bas grown
he puts on last year's clothes.

things
until

(1-3)
Random,

Lea f, M.1nro.
BocA Who Used To Be Scared of the Dark.
194. unp.

A little boy loses his fear of the dark when Alex
ander, his cat, helps him discover his fears are ground
less.

ilLesf , funro. (2-4)
Y..nners can Be Fun. Lippincott, 1958. 45 p.

This book of eti~uette for youngest readers is based
on the premise that I having good manners is really just
living with other people pleasantly. II EXcept for added
sections on television manners, on the "Sulky, rt and on
the "Showoff, n and except for the omission of the sec
tion on "Be Kind to Animls.l ll content of the 1958 edi
tion is identical to the 19~6 edition.

!1Lord, Beman.
The Trouble with Francis. Walck, 1958. 56 p.

(3-5)

(2-4)
Lippincott,

Francis, who disliked having his name mistaken for
a girl's, solves his problem when he unexpectedly ac
quires a nickname.

Me Closkey, Robert.
One Morning in Maine. Viking, 1952. 64 p.

EXciting things happen on the morning Sally loses
her first tooth, in this warm and sunny family story.

!1Me Ginley, Phyllis Louise.
The Host Wonderful Doll in the World.
1950. unp.

tulcy kept exaggerating the ..,nders of her lost doll
Angela until she found her again and realized that in
growing up' ''we learn to be lIDre satisfied with things as
they are. I
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"Mason, Miriam.
Caroline and Her Kettle Named Maud.
134 p.

A little pioneer girl was disappointed when she re
ceived a copper kettle for her birthday instead of the
gun she had wanted but that didn't keep her from proving
what a kettle can do if there is courage to go with it.

IFMason , Miriam.
Middle Sister. Macmillan, 1947. 160 p.

(2-4)

Timid, shy little Sarah, who wanted very nuch to be
brave, stubbornly insisted on taking her apple tree when
the family went west to homestead and, in caring for the
tree, she earned a lion's tooth for courage.

IlMiller , Warren.
King Carlo of Capri. Harcourt, 1958. 32 p.

(3-5)

(1-2)

(l-2)

(1-3)

In this adaptation of Renault's fairy tale, an ugly
prince grows into a tOOn of generosity and wisdom, loved
and respected by his subjects and his wife as the hand
somest of men.

MOrdvinoff, Nicholas.
Coral Island. Doubleday, 1957. unp.

Small Terii, of the South Sea Islands. managed to
prove how grown-up he was when he outwitted a shark and
saved his uncle1s life.

Olds, Helen D.
The Silver Button. Knopf, 1958. 40 p.

Stevie was sure that the silver button in his pocket
had given him the courage to do all the brave things he
had done on the way home from school. His self-confi
dence increased when he discovered that he had lost the
button and that he had been brave all by himself.

Schneider, Nina.
While Susie Sleeps. Hale, 1948. unp.

In this story of activities that go on through the
night ''while Susie sleeps t II there is reassurance for the
child who is afraid of the dark.
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Schurr, Cathleen.
The Shy Little Kitten.
unp.

(-1-)
Simon and Schuster, 1955.

A shy little kitten discovers that there are friends
to be found and adventure to be had even "a t the very
end of the line. 1t

Seignobosc, Francoise. (K-l)
What Do You Want To Be? Scribner, 1957. unp.

Gay, anusing pictures show various ways of earning
a living that should fascinate young children and stim
ulate their thinking.

Slobodkin, Louis.
Thank You-_Youfre Welcome. Vanguard, 1957 ..

(K-l)
unp.

Jirrmy wanted to say ''You're welcome, II instead of
"Thank you, II all of the time and succeeded after mther
explained the difference.

Webber, Irma E.
It Looks Like This. Hale, 1958. 64 p.

(1-3)

(K-2)

(3-4)

Four mice, Living in four different parts of a barn,
discover that a thing can look as many different ways as
there are ways to look at it. Teaches respect for the
points of view of other people. Revision of the 1949
edition.

williams
t

Gweneira.
imid Timothy. Hale, 1958. 72 p.

Ibther Cat tried to teach Timothy the secret of act
ing brave when he was afraid and succeeded so well that
she had to teach him not to go around looking for trou
ble. This reissue of a story which first appeared in
1944 shows that even good qualities must be tempered
with good judgment.

Dwoolley, Catherine.
Holiday on Wheels. Y~rrow, 1953. 188 p.

vlhen he goes on a bicycle trip with his father,
David learns the importance of sustained effort and see
ing things through.
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Grades 4-6

Betz,

age Know-how. Grosset, 1946.
Handbook of

95 p.

(6-9)
Teen-

(5-8)

(5-8)

Humorous verses, brief chats, and cartoon-type il
lustrations emphasize social behavior that is sensible,
considerate, and natural.

:Sinns, Archie.
Sea Pl.tp. Little, 1954. 215 p.

When Clint IIUst part with the pet seal he has
raised, he learns to take a long range view of the fu
ture and makes a decision for the greatest good to him
self and his pet.

Bragdon, Elspeth.
That Jad! Viking, 1957. 126 p.

Forced to endure the criticism and distrust of the
~~ine village upon whose grudging generosity he subsists,
a lonely twelve-year~ld orphan wins the town's confi
dence and respect.

Clark, B. C. (4-8)
Trail of the Hunter's Horn. Pl.ttnam, 1957. 95 p.

When the pup he had worked so hard to earn turned
out to be blind in one eye, Jeb had to do some thinking
and growing before he could face up to his disappoint
ment and appreciate the worth of his Jlmoneyed, bbbtailed
hound."

Coatsworth, Elizabeth.
The Cave. Viking, 1958. 64 p.

(4-6)

A
sheep
where

Navaho Indian lad conquers his
in 8 snowstorm by herding them
ghosts are said to dwell.

fear and saves
into a haunted

his
cave

(4-6)De Angeli, Marguerite.
Thee. Hannah! Ihubleday, 1940. unp.

Hannah t a little Q.taker girl with an incurable love
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for the things of the world, despised her plain Quaker
garb until an escaping Negro slave helped her understand
and appreciate its meaning.

Edm:mds, Walter n.maux.
TWo Logs Crossing. Dodd, 1943. 82 p.

(5-9)

(4-7>

Perseverance, resourcefulness, hard work, and a
costly lesson which taught him always to use "two logs
crossingU enabled John Haskell to live down the reputa
tion of a shiftless father and to achieve respect for
himself and his family.

Evans, Eva.
All About Us. Capitol fub., 1947. 95 p.

This simple, hum>rous presentation of scientific
facts, concerning the origin of the races, their customs,
and languages, effectively points out that people are
the rrost important thing 1n the world because they are
us, that every living person is kin to us, and that we
are related to everybody in the whole world.

Evans, Eva.
People Are I!!lJOrtant. Capitol fub., 1951.

(4-8)
86 p.

(4-8)

(5-6)

In her plea for ba=ny al10ng the world's two bil
lion people, the author describes differences in their
languages, names, clothing, shelter, and manners and
gives reasons for them.

Fisher, Dorothy.
Understood Betsy. Holt. 1946. 213 p.

After being babied and spoiled by an aunt who "under_
stood" her, Betsy 1s sent to Putney Farm where she
achieves self-confidence. initiative, and the ability to
do some "understandinglt herself.

Friedman, Frieda.
Pat and her Policeman. Yarrow, 1953. 159 p.

The threat of losing her post on the scoool safety
patrol cures Pat of exaggerating her policenen father's
exploits and teaches her to maintain the distinction be
tween fact and fiction in everyday occurrences.
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Garfield, James B.
Follow My Leader. Viking, 1957. 191 p.

Jimny, blinded by an e>:ploding firecracker, learns
to see through his mind and £in~ers, and with the help
of his family, friends, and guiae dog, Leader, proves
that he can still live a normal, useful life.

Ga tes. Ibris.
Sensible Kate. Viking, 1943. 189 p.

Kate wondered whether being sensible was as desirable
as being pretty and cute until her good sense brought her
the things she wart: ed trOst.

Hoff, Carol.
Johnny Texas on the San Antonio Road.
f953. In p.

(4-7)
Follett,

(4-8)

(5-8)

Johnny does B man's job successfully and grows ac
cordingly when he makes a 600-mile journey to deliver a
load of corn meal across the MeK1can Border with only
his dog for company.

Holberg, Ruth L.
Tomboy Row. Hale, 1952. 220 p.

Rowena I s efforts to be the feminine little girl her
family wants make her appear so ridiculous that everyone
is satisfied to have her rem3in plain "Tomboy Row. II

Jackson, Jesse.
Call ~~ Charley. Harper, 1945. 156 p.

A lonely Negro boy faces his problems squarely and
t-lins acceptance in an all white conDUnity.

Kelsey, Alice Geer. (4-6)
Tine and the Typhoon. Longmans, 1958. 152 p.

Tino, eldest son of a Filipino lighthouse keeper,
conquers his fear and climbs the 31 steps to relight
the beacon when it goes out during a typhoon. His hero
ism wins him a place on his father's fishing boat and
helps him convince the islanders that they need a radio
to bring forecasts of the weather.
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Lauritzen, Jonreed.
Ordeal of the Young Hunter. Little, 1954.

(6-8)
246 p.

(3-6)
Boys and

Lee,

A young Navaho Indian, who shames himself and his
family by getting stage fright before his performance
at the powwow, regains his self-confidence and status
by putting his courage to the greatest test he can
think of.

Tina.
M:mners to Grm-l on; a How-to-do Book for
Girls. Doubleday, 1955. 93 p.

Practical, comprehensive, fun-to-follow guide to
courteous living. Has subdivision headings in red and
deta iled index.

Lenski, Lois. (5-8)
san Francisco Bov. Lippincott, 1955. 176 p.

Felix has
San Francisco
are things to
for them.

difficulty adjusting to his new home in
Chinatown until he discovers that there
love wherever one lives if he just looks

(5-8)Liggett, Thomas.
Pigeon, Fly Homel Holiday, 1956. 189 p.

With resolute courage Chad accepts the death of the
oigeon which he has raised from a miserable, neglected
squab to be the swiftest, most intelligent racer in his
flock.

MacDonald, Betty.
Hello, Mrs, Piggle Wiggle. Lippincott, 1957.

(4-5)
125 p.

(4-8)

Mrs. Piggle Wiggle invents rna gic cures for a new
collection of childish bad habits in this subtle lecture
on good behavior.

lJ'oore, Mavis G.
Whale Mo"ntain. Macmillan, 1953. 234 p.

Sledge Beston deCides to do something about his
fiery temper, his thoughtlessness, and his bullying
tactics when they keep him from getting the things he
wants.
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The Good Master.
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Viking, 1935. 210 p.
(5-7)

(5-8)

(5-7)

(5-8)

(4-8)

To curb her outrageous behavior, Kate is sent from
Budapest to live on her uncle IS ranch. There, affection
for her newly-found relatives, her growing love for
horses, and the patience and understanding of her uncle,
the Good Master, help her learn gentler ways and consid
eration for others.

Sperry, Armstrong.
Call It Courage. Haemillan, '1940. 95 p.

Rejected by his people because he feared the sea,
11afatu, son of a Polynesian chief, forced himself to do
the thing he dreaded ll'Ost and found that the greatest
victory is victory over self.

Steele, William O.
Lone Hunt. Harcourt, 1956. 176 p.

When fa therless Yancey caywood gets a chance to
leave cabin chores behind and go hunting for the last
buffalo in the Cumberland m::>untains, nothing can alter
his fierce determination to continue the hunt to the
end of the trail where he finally makes the kilL

Steele, William O.
The Perilous Road. Harcourt, 1958. 191 p.

Caught in the middle of a bitter Civil War skirmish,
Chris, a ten-year-old trDuntain boy, learns at first hand
the true meaning of courage and tolerance and gains a
deep sense of human values.

Treffinger, Carolyn.
Li Lun. Lad of Courage. Hale, 1947. 93 p.

For his fear of the sea, a Chinese boy is exiled to
a distant mountain top until he shall raise a crop of
rice seven times the quantity he plants. Courage and
faith sltt"n'Ount fear and uncertainty as he brings his
crop safely to harvest and becomes l'Li wn, L::Id of Cour
age."
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Uchida, Yoshi!<o.
Takao and Grandfather's Sword.
127 p.

(4-6)
Harcourt, 1958.

(4-6)

(5-7)

Ta kao , son of a Japanese potter J sacrifices his ll'Ost
precious possession to repair the damage caused by his
irresponsible behavior and thereby brings financial se
curity to his family.

Vance, Y~rguerite.

Windows for Rosemuy. D.ltton, 1956. 60 p.

Blind Rosem:lry's joyous, unsentimental story of her
ninth birthday conveys better understanding of her fldif_
ference" to sighted children, guidance to parents and
friends of children with her handicap, and inspiration
to all who read the story.

Wilson, Hazel H.
Thad Co,en. Abingdon, 1950. 191 p.

Thad, whose special talent for mischief and shirk
ing responsibility keeps him in constant trouble, adopts
a rrore nature attitude a 5 he works his way out of his
self-made difficulties.

Wood, Esther.
Silk and Satin lane. Longrnan's, 1939. 225 p.

Despite the complications she creates by her well
meaning efforts to be helpful, Ching-ling, an unwanted
Chinese orphan, finds a secure place in her unclels
family.

Films

Grades 1-3

Be innino Res onsibili
oronet, •

: Takin care of Thin s.
~nutes, soun, BC and white.

A small boy discovers that it is not only "grown_up"
but rrore fun to take care of one l s own things at home
and at school, to use things as they are supposed to be
used, to put things back where they belong, and to clean
up after onels self.
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Grades 4-6

Am I Trustworthy?
Coronet, 1950. 10 minutes, sound, black and white.

Eddie discovers that one must first prove himself
trustworthy in 8mll natters if he wants to be trusted
with really important responsibilities.

Are ~.anners Important?
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1954. 11 minutes,
sound, bia ck and white.

V~ckey's inconsiderate and thoughtless behavior costs
him oony friends before he discovers that good manners
are as essential for IIldds" as they are for grown-ups.

ll::m It Be Afraid.
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1953. 12 ~nutes, sound,
black and white.

With the help of his mother a young boy discovers
the function of fear as a warning of danger, the use of
connon sense in discriminating between real and iuagined
danger, and ways of dealing 'V'ith situations in whicn
fears are involved.

:Don't Get An~.
Encycopaedia Britannica Films, 1953. 11 minutes,
sound, bla ck and white.

Through typical everyday situations this film demon
strates the cause of angry feelings, the physiological
reaction created by them, and desirable ways of dealing
with them.

Good Table Manners.
Coronet, 1951. 11 minutes, sound, black and white.

When his table mnners bring him face to face with
the fellow he is going to be at twenty-one, Chuck begins
to realize the itrq)Ortance of putting his best foot for
ward and to regard good table IMnners as a matter of
courtesy and cotmOn sense.
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Filmstrips

Grades 1-3

Stickin£ to Your ~b.
Encyclopaia Britannica Films 1956. 46 frames t

silent with captions, color.. tGuidance Stories
series)

By finishing the model airplane he sets out to build,
Paul learns the satisfaction that comes from sticld.ng to
a tough job until it is completed. Photographs.

Taldng Care of Your Things.

Beth sees the need for taking care of her things
when her irresponsibility comes near costing her the new
coat of which she is so proud. Photographs.

Grades 4-6

Enjoying Today.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films 1955. 48 frames,
silent with captions, color.. tOeveloping Your Per
sonality series)

Judy finally wakes up to the fact that too ouch day
dreamdng about yesterday and tomorrow is depriving her
of fun and friends today.. Art work illustrations ..

Getting Along with Yourself.
silent with captions,
Difference series)

Being honest with youself and others, facing your
problems, accepting failure and disappointment, and go
ing out of your way to help others are emphasized as the
essentials of getting along with yourself. Photographs.

Growing Up.
Eyegate, 1955. 27 frames, silent with captions,
color. (Character l~kes a Difference series)

Ability to recognize and avoid prejudice, good
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sportsmandship, acceptance of responsibility, and coop
eration are shown as qualities essential to growing up.
Photographs.

Likes and Dislikes.
Eyegate, 1955. 27 frames, silent with captions,
color. (Character l13kes a Difference series)

Photographs show and captions describe the character
traits, appearance, and behavior boys and girls like in
each other and in friends in general. The importance of
neatness, cooperation, good manners, and o:msideration
for others is emphasized.

Promises Are Hade To kep.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films 1955. 48 frames,
silent with captions, color. lDeveloping Your Per
sonality series)

Mary gets herself into a good deal of trouble before
she begins to appreciate the 1n¥x>rtance of being depend
able and keeping her promises. Art work illustrations.

Thinking for Yourself.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films J 1955. 48 frames,
silent with captions, color. \Developing YOllr Per
sonality series)

The importance of thinking for one' 8 self and of
standing pleasantly but firmly for what one knows to be
right are effectively shown. Art work illustrations.

Trying New Things.
En~clopaedia Britannica Films 1955. 48 frames,
silent with captions, color. {Developing Your Per
sonality series)

'Pete discovers tha t new things can be
if you are courageous enough to try them.
lustrations.

Disc Recordings

Grades 1-3

'The Emperor's New Clothes.

a lot of fun
Art work il-
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10-inch. 78 rpm. Yo~ng People's Records, 1007/8.
Nornan Rose, narrator.

Based on the well-l<nown fairy tale, this is an opera
created especially for children and carefully arranged
for their level of understanding and appreciation.

Little Toot.
lO-inch.
Narrated

78 rpm. capitol,
by Don 100ilson.

!las-80.

A little tugboat whose only object in life is amus
ing hi~elf becomes a hero when he quits fooling around
and goes to work. The story on which the narration is
based is included with colorful illustrations on the
record ja cket.

~~nners Can Be Fun.
'-inch. 45 rpm. Decca, 1-114.
10-inch. 78 rpm. Decca, CU-105.
Yusie and lyrics by Frank wther.

Parts from the book by funro Lea fare anusingly pre
sented in song and story with sound effects to add humor
and realism.

Mary Doodle.

Peter, Please, Itfs Pancakes.
7-inch. 45 rpm. Children's Record Guild, 1026.
10-inch. 78 rpm. Children's Record Guild, 1026.

Small children will sympathize with Peter in his
struggle to dress in a hurry and in the repeated trips
he nust nak.e to and from the table until the job is prop
erly. done. Although he alrrost misses his share of pan
CC1kes for breakfast, Peter learns a lesson in punctuality
and responsibility.
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Peter the Pusher.
lO-inch. 78 rpm. Young People's Records, 34Q5.

Peter, who lives to push other people around, finally
meets his match. The result is a colossal crack-up from
which Peter emerges a more polite, pleasanter, and hap
pier man.

Tom's Hiccups.
lO-inch. 78 rpm. Young People's Records, 808.
Sung by Tom Glazer.

Amusing songs accompanied by hilarious sound effects
concern such familiar personal predicaments as sieges of
hiccups and inopportune sneezing. Helps children laugh
at and minimize similar eni>arrassing situations in their
own lives.

When I Grow Up.
lO-inch. 78 rpm.
Sung by Tom Glazer

YounB People's Records, 725.
and Charity Bailey.

(1-3)

Songs and stories built around the careers of people
like the railroad engineer, the inventor, the farmer,
and the ballet dancer tempt imagination and set children
thintdng about the future.

~~terials Rglated to ~~tions~ConcernsJ Interests,
and Pio ems of ~ ren a ut Their Fa~lies

Books

Grades 1-3

Beim, Jerrold.
Kid Brother. !'.orro». 1952. 46 p.

Buzz resented having to include his kid brother,
Fran1d..e, in his play group until Franlde rescued him
from an embarrassing situation at the school festival.

for
his

Beim, Jerrold.
!'.tster Boss. ~"rrow, 1954. 46 p.

When Bruce's understanding parents let
a day, he discovers that their bossing
own good.

(2-3)

him be "boss"
has been for

http://inclu.de


Bell, Gina.
Waoted_-a Brother.
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Abingdon, 1959. 32 p.
(1-3)

(2-4)

(K-l)

Tirrmy tries every way to get himself a brother to
play with before he discovers that his sister, Ann, is
exactly the kind of playmate he wants and needs.

IfBromha11, Winifred.
Bridget's Growing Day. Knopf, 1957.. unp.

The day she stays home alone to take care of the
house, "Wee Bridget" grows up in the eyes of her parents.

Brown, Margaret W..
Runa\olay Bunny. Hale, 1942. unp.

When he considers running away, a little rabbit finds
that there is no place where his rrother's love cannot
follow him.

""Buck, Pearl.
The Chinese Children NeKt Door. D9y, 1942.

(1-3)
63 p.

(3-6)
Houghton, 1956.

(2-4)

Chinese family life aod healthy acceptance of a new
baby into the family are anusingly presented in this
story of what happened when six little girls in a Chi
nese family get a baby brother ..

IfBuff, Mary and Conrad.
Hah-Nee of the Cliff Dwellers.
58 p.

Family love and solidarity are reflected in this
story of an adopted Ute Indian boy and his cliff dwell
ing foster ?arents who are driven from their home by
the superst1tious fea·r and prejudice of other members
of the tribe.

I/Caudill, Rebecca.
Happy Little Family. Winston, 1947. 116 p.

Even-paced story of brothers and sisters in a happy

#Indicates that the item falls into two grade level
categories: lIGrades 1_3 11 and also "Grades 4-6. 11
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pioneer family of the not so long ago, working, playing,
and growing together.

UCleary, Beverly. (3-5)
Henry and the Paper Route. ~orrow, 1957. 192 p.

Healthy family atlIDsphere, realistic peer relation
ships, credible situations, Bnd abundant humor vervade
this story of the eventua 1 fulfillment of Henry s desire
for a paper route.

i1Credle, Ellis.
:l:x'.'O, Down the lnuntain. Hale, 1934. unp ..

Unity of purpose and cooperative effort are abund
antly evident in the brother-sister relationship of two
Blue Ridge H:>untain children and their achievement of
shiny, squea h.."Y shoes ..

I:bss, Helen ..
All the Children of the Horld.
32 p.

(1-3)
Abingdon, 1958.

(3-5)

TeKt and pictures present children the world around
as meni:>ers of God's family, with individual differences
in physical appearance, aptitudes, and abilities which
make each person "special.1I The fact is made clear that
only as these differences are recognized, accepted, and
appreciated can members of a family live happily together.

fI .
D:>ss, Helen. (3-4)

The Real])7 Bea] Family. Litt,le, 1959. 75 p.

Two little girls, sisters by adoption into a large
family of adopted children, adjust to living together in
a Ilrea lly real family" after tney try walking in each
other's shoes and seeing their differences through each
other I B 'eyes.

j'
1paulkne:r, Georgene and Becker, John.

~~lindy's ¥~dal. ~~ssner, 1945. 172 p.

A little Negro girl proves that she does not have
to be a boy, nor does she have to grow up to win a
medal and carry on her family's tradition for bravery.
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(2-3)
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!IFriedm:ln, Frieda.
Dot for Short. Morrow, 1947. 207 p.

Dot knew she was not the prettiest but she proved
herself the smartest of the Fleming children by supply
ing the funds necessa~ to restore her father's health.
Wholesome, happy famlly living in meager financial cir
cumstances is well sho\vu.

Garelick, Hay.
Double Trouble. Crowell, 1958. 117 p.

One day at home with the sniffles results in three
bad days for Steve as his efforts to amuse himself cre
ate some minor family crises. Understanding as well as
confusion. kindness as well as anger, and humor as well
as bad temper enter into the fa~ly relationships before
Steve finds his way out of his difficulties.

Gay,. Zhenya.
Small One. Viking, 1958. 32 p.

(-1-)

(l-{o)
Garden

(2-3)

MOtherliness and reassurance are reflected in this
story of a little cotton-tail who learned to mind his
mother after he got lost and almost became a meal for a
big red fox.

#Gruenberg, Sidonie.
The Won~!Iful StOry of How You Were Born.
City, r . 38 p.

Sex information for little children presented in a
simple straightforward m:mner.

Guy, Anne.
Baby for Betsy. Abingdon, 1957. 32 p.

Betsy and her parents had to wait a long time to
adopt just the right baby sister for Betsy but all of
them were delighted when the baby turned out to be twins.

Haywood, Carolyn.
Betsy and Billy. Harcourt, 1941. 156 p.

(2-3)

Betsy gets
a ba by sister.
eluded in this

the thing she wants nost for Christmas-
Good age-mate relationships are also io

little family story.
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ilHaywood , carolyn.
Here's a Penny. Harcourt t 1944. 158 p.

Penny t reassured that his foster ~rents' love for
him makes him their "really truly little OOy,1I helps
them choose Peter to he his adopted brother.

ilHaywood , Carolyn.
Penny and Peter. Harcourt, 1946. 160 p.

Two little adopted boys work together to earn a
Christmas present for their parents.

(2-4)

(3-5)
Crowell, 1952.

Hunt, Y.abel Leigh. (2_5)
Ydss Jellytot's Visit. Lippincott, 1955. 126 p.

After visiting her family for six days as the "pre_
tend" 111s5 Jellytot from Chicago and being accorded all
the attentions due so important a guest, Katie discovers
how nice it is to be herself.

1/Jackson, caary Paul.
Little Leaguer's First Uniform.
99 p.

Johnny is so proud to take his brother's place in
the Little League series, that he works extra hard to
turn in a performance worthy of his brother's uniform.

Jackson, Kathryn. (1-3)
Homes Around the World. Silver Burdett, 1957.
144 p.

EXcellent photographic illustrations and simple
text develop interest in and understanding of family
life around the world.

Krasilovsky, Phyllis. (K-l)
The Very Little Girl. Doubleday, 1953. unp.

A little girl who is "sneller than a rosebush ll

comes a big sister when her baby brother is born.

Ulattinore, Eleanor Frances.
l~lly tn the Ydddle. cbrrow, 1956. 127 p.

be-

(2-4)
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Being fifth in a family of nine children had its
drawbacks and responsibilities and, for MOlly, both were
summed up in an unpredictable little brother who gave
her no peace and quiet.

(K-2)Lenski., lois ..
Papa Small. Oxford, 1951. unp.

A family's day-to-day activities are shown in this
picture story of the happy life of Mr. Small, his wife,
and three children.

(1-3)
Whitman,Soanp, Snurr and the Red Shoes.

unp.193 •

Lindman, Maj.
Sni~p,

Three little boys cooperate in earning the m>ney to
buy their m:>ther red shoes for her birthday. The m:>ther
is an understanding person who loves the little boys in
assorted colors she gets with her gift of new red shoes.

ilLiu , Beatrice. 0-5)
Little WU and the Watermelons. Follett, 1954.
96 p.

A ten-year-old Chinese boy reluctantly diverts the
troney he has earned to buy his rrcther a silver bracelet
for her birthday toward the purchase of a nuch-needed
field for his fandly. WUfS love for his mother and his
sense of responsibility for his family are clearly drawn.

(K.-3)Mc Closkey, Robert.
Blueberries for Sal. Viking, 1948. 54 p.

When Sal goes with her mother to gather blueberries
they meet a m::>ther bear and her cub doing the same
thing. Somehow the mothers and children get mixed up
and the result is a happy, amusing, suspenseful family
story.

(1-3)Mc Kean, Elsie.
David's Bad D:ly. Vanguard, 1952. unp.

When his new baby sister comes, David's parents
help him overcome his jealousy and feel loved.
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(2_5)
Beautiful Woman in the World.

Rebecca •
~ !-bther Is the !-bst

throp, 1945. 39 p.

When a little peasant girl who is lost describes her
unusually ugly roother as lithe roost beautiful woman in
the world, It everyone remembers the proverb: ·'We do not
love people because they are beautiful, but they seem
beautiful to us because we love them. 11

Reyer,

(3-4)#Sayers, Frances.
Tag-along Tooloo. Hale, 1941. 87 p.

Tooloo earned her nickname by trying to go every
where and do everything with her older sister, but after
she made friends with a whole circus troupe, Tooloo was
never called "Tagalongll again. Presents a two-sided ap
proB ch to a very rea 1 family problem.

(1-3)Schneider, Herman.
Follow the Sunset. Doubleday, 1952. 43 p.

Pictures and text depict similarities 1n family liv
ing around the world.

Selsam, Millicent.
All About Eggs and How They Change into

(1<..3)
Animals.

Selsam, Millicent.
All Ki.nds of Babies and How They Grow.
unp.

(1..3)
Hale, 1953.

By presenting life cycles of different animals, the
fact is ~hasized that lIevery kind of living thing in
the ~rld makes nore of its own kind, II and tfiat no matter
how they look when they are babies, all animals grow up
to be the same kind as their p~rents.

IISharpe, Stella
Tobe.
TIlp.

Gentry.
University of North Carolina Press,

(2-4)
1939.
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. Large photographs accompany each page of a small
Negro bOy's story about his large family and their day
to-day activities on a farm in North carolina. Shows
close relationships existing in a large family with
limited financial resources.

Grades 4-6

Beck, Lester Fred. (6-9)
tlwnao Growth; the Story of How Life Begins and
Goes On. Harcourt, 1949. 124 p.

Simple, straightforward, and sound approach to sex
education with adequate and acceptable treatment of con
ception and birth.

Beim, Je=old. (4_6)
Who's Who in Your Family? Watts, 1954. 60 p.

With the help of their family album, Chris and his
father trace their genealogy back to the boy's great
grandparents. The reason parents get married, the need
for children to keep the family alive and growing, th.
meaning of words in the kinship vocabulary, the reason
for and process of adoption, and step-relationships are
explained with a warm and frequently humorous personal
touch.

Benary-Isbert, Margot.
The Ark. ~rcourt, 1953. 246 p.

(6-9)

(6-8)

A restored railroad car becomes an "ark" to shelter
the courageous and outgoing Lechow family as they re
build their lives in Post-war Gern~ny. Human under
standing, sympathy, and helpfulness exist in and radiate
from each member of this fsmily.

Brink, Carol.
Caddie Woodlawn. Macmillan, 1935. 270 p.

In spite of her preference for boys' games and ac
tivities, Caddie grows to appreaciate her woman I s role
in her pioneer family.

Brink, Carol.
Family Sabbatical. Viking, 1956. 256 p.

(4-6)
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While on sabbatical. leave, Professor Ridgeway takes
his family with him to France where the children coop·
erate to make the best as well as the most of every sit
uation. Good family relationships hl.lll'Orously portrayed.

Buck, Pearl.
The Big Wave. Day, 1948. 61 p.

Orphaned when a tidal wave destroys his fishing
village, Jiya adjusts to loss of home and family and re
tu.rns to the sea to face his fear and make his living.

Chastain, !'.adye Lee.
Bri~ht Days. Harcourt, 1952. 178 p.

(5-7)

(4-6)

(4-6)

(4-6)

Life lost its loneliness £or ~':3rcyJ an only child,
when the Fripsey family with eight children moved into
the big old house next door and shared their good times
a s 'veIL a 5 their problet'i'\S with her ..

Cleary, Beverly.
Beezus and Rauona.. ~~rrow, 1955. 159 p.

Beezus has the sympathetic understanding of her
parents as she struggles with the problem of not being
able to love her unpredictable and exasperating four
year-old sister all of the time.

Cleary, Beverly.
Henry and Ribsy. !'Drrow, 1954. 192 p.

Henry tries very hard to earn a salmon-fishing trip
with his father by keeping his dog, Ribsy, out of mis
chief. Parental understanding is conspicuous throughout
the catastrophes in which Henry constantly finds himself.

Daringer, Helen F.
Adopted Jane. Harcourt, 1947. 225 p.

An honest little girl from an orphanage, faced with
a choice between two foster homes, bases her decision on
the principle that "it is right to choose the person who
needs you most. II

Daringer, Helen F.
Like a l.ady. Harcourt, 1955. 218 p.

(5-8)
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(4-7)

(4-6)
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Johanna is bitterly disappointed in her failure to
buy a dress that will make her lIOther look "1ike a ladyll
but she comes to aRpreciate those qualities 't-lhich make
her m:>ther a "lady I in spite of shabby clothes. Shows
a child's pride, loyalty, and responsibilities in a
family where the father is dead and the nether nust ~rk.

])a ringer, Helen F.
Stepsister Sally. Harcourt, 1952. 182 p.

In adjusting to the whole new family she acquired
by her father's rermrriage, Sa117, learned the wisdom of
"taking people as you find them, I and of Ilrre ldng allow
ance for their shortcomings, while you try to get rid of
your own. 1I

Embry, Ylo3rgaret.
Kid Sister. Holiday, 1958. 158 p.

Fa~ly relationships are realistic in this story of
Zib who manages to raise a baby rat to full-grown rat
hood in spite of the displeasure of two boy-conscious
teen-age sisters and against the better judgment of her
long-suffering parents.

Enright, Elizabeth.
The Saturdays. Rinehart, 1941. 175 p.

The four Melendy children pool their allowances so
that ea ch may have a larger sum to spend on a llSaturday"
of his choice. Shows children cooperating in a mother
less family 't'l1here the father is gone ItUch of the time.

The Four Story Mistake (Farrar, 1942) and Then There
W~re Five (Rinehart, 1944) continue the adventures of
the 11elendy Family.

Estes, Eleanor.
The Ydddle M:>ffat. Harcourt, 1942. 317 p.

The "middle M:>ffat" is one of four children in a
fatherless family where love, understanding, and coopera
tion compensate for the lack of material things. Other
books about the MDffats are: The MOffats (Harcourt,
1941) and Rufus M (Harcourt, 1943).
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Fra zier t Neta.
Little Rhody. Longmans, 1953. 152 p.

An eleven-year-old girl discovers that the way to
get rid of a nickname is to grow ul' to your real name.
Shows life in a Michigan farm fami y where obedience to
parents, self-reliance, shouldering responsibility, and
thrift are a part of living.

Freuchen, Pipalu~.
Eslsirro Boy. Lothrop, 1951. 96 p.

When his father is killed by a walrus during a hunt
inro expedition, Ivik is suddenly faced with the responsi
bi ity of providing for members of his starving family
who are helplessly stranded on a barren Arctic island.

Ga tea. furis.
B1~e Willow. Viking, 1940. 172 p.

With the help of their blue willow plate, B little
girl ~nd her migrant parents find security, happiness,
and a hOIne; where they can stay lias long as they want to. II

Hawkins, Q.tail.
M:llmtain Courage. D::>ub1eday , 1957. 143 p.

wst for three days in the high Sierras, Forrest
Judson proves to the satisfaction of his scoffing older
brother and his overly-protective mother that he is no
"baby."

Hunt, Mabel Leigh.
Cristy at Skipp~nghi11s. Lippincott, 1958.

(5-8)
141 p.

(4-6)

When her family rroves from a big city to a small
town, Cristy assumes added fa~ly responsibilities, makes
friends in a new comrunity, and becomes happily involved
in her first boy-girl relationship. Healthy relation
ships in a large family are shown in this independent
sequel to Stars for Cristy.

Hunt, !labe1 Leigh.
Ladycake Farm. Lippincott, 1952. 126 p.

Courage, neighborliness, and hard work help a Negro
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(6-9)
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farm family win acceptance and respect 1n a white com
nunity. This book should be used carefully because of
its ability to arouse resentment on the part of Negroes
for the way the family in the story was treated. ¥..any
do not feel that s~ling when anger is justified is the
way to meet such treatment.

Jordan, l'oildred A.
Shoo_fly Pie. Knopf, 1944. 118 p.

By making the traditional shoo-fly pie for her
family's Christmas, Debby finally proves that her time
of being "too young" to do things is at an end.

Judson, Clara (Ingram)
Green Ginger Jar. Houghton, 1949. 210 p.

Twelve-year-old i-He! and her elder brother have
difficulty reconciling American ways with the Chinese
traditions of their parents and grandmother.

Krumgold, Joseph.
And Nm_, laguel. Crowell, 1953. 245 p.

~~guel, descendant of generations of sheepherders,
relates the story of his coming of age, his difficulty
in getting his family to recognize his maturity, his
struggle with the problem of prayer, and his realiza
tion of an important secret wish. Parent-child and
brother-sister relationships are realistically presented.

laird, Helene.
The Lombardy Children. World Pllb., 1952.

(5-8)
209 p.

(6-8)

vlhen her nother narried Mr. lombardy, Peqny resented
sharing her tmther with him or with his four children
until she found that love stretches according to the
number of people who share it.

Lampman, Evelyn.
Navaho Sister. Doubleday, 1956. 189 p.

When she enrolls in the Chemawa Indian School, Sad
Girl hides the humiliating fact that she has only one
relative, a grandIrother, because she fears being pitied.
The discovery that the whole school is her family and
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that she has an uncle with many relatives brings unex
pected happiness. Contemporary Navaho living Bnd values
are well portrayed.

Lawrence, Mildred.
Homemade Year. Harcourt, 1950. 217 p.

A year of drudgery and austerity in her aunt' 5 fam...
ily while her =ther was in the hospital promised to be
an intenninable and desolate experience for Vicky. But
Vicky developed the skills of homemaking, proved to her
cousins that hard work and fun will mix, and invented a
way to save their farm from foreclosure.

lawrence, J:-'dldred.
Peachtree Island. Harcourt, 1948. 224 p.

(3-5)

Passed around arn:::mg each of three aunts in turn, a
little orphan goes to live with her uncle in the peach
orchard country and wins a place in his heart as well
a s a perm'::lOent home of his island farm.

Lawson, Robert.
They Were Strong and Good.

(4-6)
Viking, 1940. unp.

Appreciation for the parents and grandparents of
"rrost of us who call ourselves Americans" and pride in
"the country that they helped to build" is displayed
with hurror and sensitivity in these word and picture
oortraits of the author's forbears who were not farrDus
but IIs trong and good. If

Lenski, leis.
Coal Camp Girl. Lippincott, 1959. 192 p.

(4-6)

Hope, courage, love,
the austerity, nardship,
camp for Tina ~.J'ilson and

and
and
her

fine family liVing
hazards of life in
lovable family.

offset
a coal

Lenski, lois. (4-6)
Cotton in !& sack. Lippincott, 1949. 190 p.

in
to
of

Family love and loyalty
this story 0 f Joa nda and
eke out a sharecropper's
Arkansas.

help to soften the grimness
her family and their struggle
eKistence in the cotton belt
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Lenski, Lois.
Houseboat Girl. Lippincott, 1957. 175 p.

An unfettered existence aboard a houseboat on the
11i.ssissippi does not keep Patsy from wishing for a home
in town and a chance to make. friends and go to school
like other children.

Lenski , Lois.
JUdY's Journey. Lippincott, 1947. 212 p.

Judy and her family leave a sharecroppers shack in
Alabarra to follow the crop-pickers until they finally
find a permanent home in Florida. t journey's end,
Judy realizes how mlch her vision has been widened and
her courage increased.

Lenski , Lois.
Strawberry Girl. Lippincott, 1945. 193 p.

Through neighborliness and example, the competent,
closely-knit Boyer family brings about the reforraation
and community acceptance of the shiftless Siaters next
door. This contrast between two Florida families is
typical of differences bety]een shiftless and competent
people eve~lhere.

Lide, Alice.
The Wooden Locket. Viking, 1953. 127 p.

Concerted family effort, determination, and contents
of a wooden locket help a Polish family of displa ced
persons make a place for thet:1Selves in an Alabama com
nunity.

t~igsJ Cornelia.
Wild Geese Flying. ~~cmillan, 1957. 194 p.

Their troubles took wing like 'lwild geese flying, II

when the talton family used Narmth and friendliness to
break down the hostility of their Venront comn..mity.

!':itsky, Reba Pa"ff.
Thirty-one Brothers and Sisters.roo p.

(4-8)
Follett, 1952.
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Ten-year-old Nonusa, one of thirty-one children of
the siK wives of a Zulu chief, longs to be a boy, but
going with the men on the annual elephant hunt convinces
her that being a girl has its advantages. Shows the
unusual pattern of family living in the Kraal on the
South African veldt.

~:Oran, I'abel 0' (5_])
Trail of the Little Paiute. Lippincott, 1952.
189 p.

When, by tribal law of the Paiutes, his aged grand_
m:>ther is left to face starvation on the desert, Inyo
leaves the security of the tribe and leads her sa fely
across the desert to her childhood hooe at a California
Indian I''J.sslon.

I':Urphy, Frances Salomo.
Ready-made Family. CrOt.ell, 1953. 184 p.

(5-8)

After liVing aroune with relatives, the three or
ohaned lobwalskis are taken into the :~nnedy home where
they strive to stay together as a facily and win the ac
ceptance of their foster parents and the cormunity.

Sawyer)
Rose: Her Birthday Christmas. Harper)

(4-6)

l-aggie Rose, third down the line of seven Bunkers,
works tirelessly to earn a "real, handsome. birthday
ChJ:istm.:ls ll for her shiftless) no-account family.

Sorensen, Virginia.
Miracles on ~~ple Hill. Harcourt) 1956.

(5-7)
180 p.

(4-7)

In her father's restored health, in renewed family
harmony, and in haVing and being good neighbors, Yarly
and her family find evidence of the "miracles on Maple
Hill. "

Steele, William O.
Winter Danger. Harcourt, 1954. 183 p.

When Gaje is left by his hunter father at his uncle's
pioneer home, he is too proud to "belongll to the family
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until he is able to contribute his share by providing
the food during a winter emergency.

Stuart, Jesse.
The Beatinest Boy. McGraw, 1953. no p.

(4-6)

With no tOOney to spend,
mas gift that will shoW his
he appreciates the home she

David tries to make a Christ
adopted gTandmJther how IIUch
has given him.

(5-8)

(4-6)

Taylor, Sydney. (4-6)
All-of-a-Kind Faoily. Follett, 1951. 192 p.

In s?ite of a lack of material things, five little
girls of a JeI.n.sh Imnigrant family experience the warmth
of family relationships securely rooted in religious cus
tom and tradition.

Va n Stocl<Um, Hilda. (5-7)
Cottage at Bantry Bay. Viking, 1938. 252 p.

The love of the 0' Sullivan family for each of its
members shines through every episode of this memorable
family story. Other stories about the same family are;
Francie on the Run, now out of print, and Pegeen (Viking,
1941).

t.Jilder, lau.ra Ingalls.
The Long Winter. Hale, 1953. 334 p.

The courage and ingenuity of the Ingalls family see
them through 61izzards, cold, and hunger of a long win
ter on the Dakota prairie in the latter part of the
nineteenth centu~. All of the Wilder books picture
family relationships at their best. Other books in the
same series are: By the Shores of Silver Lake, Farmer
Boy, Little House in the Big Woods, Little HOuse on the
Prairie, On the Banks of Plum Creek. These are 1953 re
prints of earlier editions and have been reset in nev7
format with new illustrations.

Wriston, Hildreth.
Sho>' u,mb. Hale, 1953. 191 p.

Chad earns his father I s respect and trust when he
secretly marks one of his father's lams, raises it to
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be a champion at the Tunbridge Fair, and fights to keep
it from being stolen.

Yates, Elizabeth. (5-7)
A Place for Peter. Coward_McCann, 1952. 184 p.

During his mother's absence, Peter grasps the oppor
tunity to prove his worth and earns, in addition, a
closer relationship with his father.

Filmstrips

Grades 1-3

At Home.
Curriculum Films, 1958.
tions, color. (Conduct

30 frames, silent with cap~

and Behavior series)

Ann and Bob show how children can share the responsi
bility of keeping their home happy, clean, and attractive.
Photographs.

Jim's Family_
Society for Visual Educatlon~ 1956. 32 frames, si
lent with captions, color. \Livlng Together series)

Jim and the other members of his family share the
responsibilities and the benefits of happy family living.
Art work illustrations.

}fanners at Horne.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films 1955. 48 frames,
Silent with captions, color. ~Good Manners series)

The different members of Fred's family exhibit the
kinds of understanding, thoughtfulness, helpfulness, and
sharing of responsibility that make for a happy home.
Art work illustrations.

Disc Recordings

Grades 1-3

Carrot Seed.
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45 rpm. Children's Record Guild, 1003.
78 rpm. Children's Record Guild, 1003.

the story by Ruth Krau.ss.

Good family relationships are apparent in this song
story of a small boy who leaves anxiety to his parents
and competition to his older brother as he trustingly
plants and tends a carrot seed and raises the biggest
carrot ever.

Materials Related to estions
and Pro ems 0 i dren a

Books

Grades 1-3

Concerns Interests,
ut T eir Age-Mates

Anglund, Joan W.
A Friend Is Someone tNho Likes You.
unp.

(1(,.2)
IIarcou.rt, 1958.

(1-3)

(1-3)

Representative of the provocative ideas to be found
in this tiny book is the following direct quote: I~en
you think you donlt have any friends, you must stop hur
rying and rushing so fast and move very slowly and look
around carefully. S01TE:times you mlst find your friend. II

Aulaire, Ingri d 'Nils. Lbu.bleday, 1948. 38 p.

The other boys laughed a t him when Nils wore the
long, embroidered stockings made for him by his Nor
wegian grandroother, but he wore them a gain one ice-cold
winter's day "and this time nobody felt like teasing
Nils. II

Averill, Esther.
Jenny's First Party. Harper, 1948. 32 p.

Although she is snubbed by the most popular girl at
the party, Jenny Linsky, the timid little black city
cat, conquers her shyness and enjoys herself tremendously.
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ilBeim, Jerrold.
Eric on the Desert. Y.orrow, 1953. 47 p.

Membership 1n the IIDesert Rats ll required bringing
something from the desert to prove that one really knew
the desert. Eric, the new boy in the corrmmity, had
almost despaired of ever belonging until a flash flood
gave him a chance to earn his membership. Shows child
concern for meeting group standards ..

Beim, Lorraine and Jerrold.
Two Is a Team. Harcourt, 1945. unp.

A little white boy and his Negro playmate
over the scooter they are building together.
individually until they get into difficulties
only cooperative effort can free them.

(1-3)

quarrel
They work
from which

(1-3)

Bemelmans, Ludwig. (1-3)
Madeline and the Bad Hat. Viking, 1956. 54 p.

~deline and eleven other little girls in Miss Cla
veil's boarding school accomplish the reformation of the
"bad hat," an abominable little boy who lives next door ..

Bradbury, Bianca and Nichols, Marie.
One Kitten Toe Many. Hale, 1952. 32 p.

A polite well-bred Siamese kitten defends her rights
against a ruAe, dirty little tiger kitten and teaches
him some manners in the bargain.

day
she
new

Buntain, Ruth J.
The Birthday Story. Holiday, 1953. unp.

On her way home from school Lucy Lee finds
package and in trying to restore it to its
makes friends with all the children in her
neighborhood.

#Cleary, Beverly.
Ellen Tebbits. Morrow, 1951. 160 p.

(1-3)

a birth
owner,
strange

0-5)

illndicates that the item falls into two grade level
categories: "Grades 1-3" and also ''Grades 4_6."
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The winter underwear both are forced to wear is the
common bond which draws Ellen and Austine into a I~est
friends u relationship and cements their friendship after
they patch up a serious quarrel.

'Cleary. Beverly.
Henry and Beezus. ¥orrow, 1952. 192 p.

In this sequel to Henry Huggins, Beezus tries to
help Henry earn a new bicycle in spite of the complica
tions created by her small sister, Ram::ma, and Henry's
dog, Ribsy. Healthy girl-boy relationships are shown.

'Clew-es, D:Jrothy.
The Runaway. Coward-KeCann, 1957. 63 p.

On her way back to the city where all her friends
lived, Penny met so reany new friends, right around home,
that she decided to postpone nlnning away for a while
longer .

!bss, Helen.
Friends Around the World. Abingdon, 1959.

(1-3)
32 p.

(K-3)

(K-2)

Text and gay illustrations rreke real to children the
concept that children the world around are alike in many
ways and that if they could know each other they would
be friends.

Ets, Marie Hall.
y~. T. W. Anthony Woo. Viking, 1951. 54 p.

A cat, a dog, and a m:>use all shared Yo:. Woo's hos
pitality in peace after they had learned that their
fighting helped no one, and that "everyone had to pay."

Flack, Marjorie.
,lait for William. Houghton, 1935. unp.

On his way to the circus parade, William is left be
hind by the other children when he stops to tie his shae
lace. But after the circus parade catches up with him,
and after his ride on the biggest elephant, everyone
waits for William even when his shoes do come untied.
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(3-5)

(3-6)
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#Haywood, Carolyn.
Betsy and the Circus. MOrrow, 1954. 190 p.

When Betsy and her best friend, Ellen, have a fall
ing out over Betsy's friendship for the new girl in
class, they both learn that tmny friends are nicer than
one, and that while each friend is different, each one
is i~ortant.

{'Haywood, Carolyn.
Betsy's Busy Summer. MOrrow, 1956. 189 p.

Betsy and her friends enjoy a fun-packed summer and
learn a lesson in dem:>cracy when they try to exclude the
younger children from their swimming club.

IfHaywood , Carolyn.
Betsy's Winterhouse. ~brrow, 1958. 192 p.

Through the winter, while it is too cold to play
outside, Betsy's basement becomes the center of fun
time activities for Betsy and her friends.

Kepes, Juliet.
Five Little llinkevs. Hollghton, 1952. 32 p.

(lC-3)

Five mischievous tittle rronkeys who ,,,,ere a f1trouble,
trial, and torment II to the other anImals in the jungle,
receive a valuable lesson in behavior and pass it on to
IITiger the Terrible, II who needs it badly.

#Lea f, 11..lnro.
Fair Play. Lippincott, 1939. 94 p.

(3-4)

(K-2)

The author accomplishes his purpose lito state
briefly the elementary factor in living decently and
pleasantly together, and the whys of rules, law, and
government for the corrm:>n good and happiness. tI

Lenski, Lois.
Let's Play House. Oxford, 1944. unp.

~blly, Polly and Peter feel very grown IIp a s they
play at keeping house and taking care of their "children."
Shows child acceptance of sex and family roles.
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(3-5)

(1-3)
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Lipkind, William.
Finders I~eners. Harcourt, 1951. unp.

Two little dogs found that they could share the
same bone after a big dog allTOst took their prize away
from them.

!!
" LDvela ce, ~iBud.

Betsy--Tacy. Crowell, 1940. 112 p.

When Tacy moved into the house across from Betsy's
they became inseparable friends and did all the things
little girls like to do~_together. Happy peer relation
ships.

tfLovelace, ¥,aud.
Betsy--Tacy and Tib. Crowell, 1941. 127 p.

When Tib came to town, she turned the Betsy--Tacy
combination into a happy threesome.

Raymond, Nancy.
Grabby PUp. Fideler, 1945. unp.

A greedy little dog, who lost all his friends by
grabbing everything he wanted, learned a lesson and got
them all back.

#Renick, ~arion. (3-5)
Nicky's Football Team. Scribner, 1951. 115 p.

Loyalty and cooperation are well presented in this
story of Nick¥ and his friends, who earn a football,
get themselves a coach, work their way into the Midget
League, and win football helmets for the whole team.

Savage, Joan.
Hurray for Bobo.

(1-2)
Children's Press, 1957. unp.

A beautiful Chinese dragon kite and his mother's
advice to ''be worth haVing as a friend" gain for Bobo
Chang the acceptance of his peers.

Slobodkin, lDuis.
Hustle and Bustle. ¥~cmillan, 1951. unp.

(1-3)
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When two happy hippopotamuses who lived
became unfriendly, they made themselves and
else miserable.

in the zoo
everyone

Slobodkin, Lo~is.

One Is Good, But Two Are Better.
(K-l)

Vanguard, 1956

(1-2)

(3-5)

Drawings and text demonstrate the concept that:
1l0ne ca n swing a lone in the sun
But you need two to have trOre fun. II

Steiner, Charlotte.
A Friend Is "Arnie." Knopf, 1956. unp.

Two little girls learn to understand each other as
they play together for a day, although one of them
speaks only French and the other speaks only English.

'I
1 Hoatley, Catherine.

Ginnie and Geneya. Yorrow, 1948. 191 p.

When shy little Ginnie gathers the courage to put
an end to Geneva I s teasing, the two girls become fast
friends ..

#Woolley, Catherine.
Ginnie Joins In. YDrrow, 1951. 192 p.

(3-5)

of
By learning to swim Ginnie overcomes her feelings

inferiority and wins the acceptance of her age-mates.

Grades 4-6

Beim, lorraine.
Carol's Side of the Street. Harcourt, 1951.

(4-6)
213 p.

By caring for Carol's pet, Pam gets over her foolish
prejudice and learns to be friends with the little Jew
ish girl across the street.

Bishop, Claire Huchet.
All Alone. Hale, 1953. 95 p.

Two boys, each herding cows alone
Alps, break an age-old and inflexible

in the French
rule of their

(4-7)
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village to prove that there is a better way than ·'each
man for himself. II

Burnett, Frances. (5-6)
The Secret Garden. Lippincott, 1949. 284 p.

A secret garden comes alive and works dcx..m-to-eartb
magic in the lives of a disagreeable, homely, lonely
little girl and a miserable, bad-tempered, sickly boy.

(6_9)Church, Richard.
Five Boys in a Cave. Doy, 1951. l80 p.

1l3nger and fear play upon the characters of five
boys and reveal their strengths and weaknesses in this
tense, suspenseful underground adventure.

(4-6)Crowley, ':Bud.
Tor and Azor. Oxford, 1955. l23 p.

Azor's friendliness helps Tor get over his loneli
ness and longing for his native Norway while he 1s in
America visiting his aunt. Boys' feelings sympathetic
ally presented.

(5-6)Edwards, Cecile P.
Party for Suzanne. Abingdon, 1952. 19l p.

French-canadian Suzanne is the victim of teasing
and name-calling in her new school until she wins pop
ularity with the help of her musical talent.

(4-7)Enright, Elizabeth.
Gone-Away Lake. Harcourt, 1957. 192 p.

Discovery of an abandoned summer resort beside a
swamp transports Portia, her brother, and her cousin
back to the "gay nineties II and into a whole SWIIlIerful
of high adventure, delightful surprises~ and new friend
ships.

(4-6)

she

Estes ~ Eleanor ..
The Hundred Dresses.. Harcourt~ 1944. 80 p.

Disbelieved and ridiculed by her classmates when
boasts of her hundred dresses~ shabby little Wanda
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Petronski moves from the neighborhood but leaves her
tormentors one hundred prize~inning dress designs and
a new understanding of human relationships.

Friedman, Frieda. (4-6)
carol from the Country. Morrow, 1950. 191 p.

Because she resents rooving from the country into a
city apartment, carol refuses to make. friends until she
realizes how lonely life can be without them. Then she
finds that friendship is a two-way street.

(5-7>Friedman, Frieda.
Janitor's Girl. ~~rrow, 1956. 159 p.

Sue didn't mind being the janitor's daughter until
her new friend, Cathy, started snubbing her. Then she
found real friends in two newcomers to America and life
began to be full of adventure.

(4-6)Friedma n, Frieda.
A Sundae with Judy. l'k>rrow, 1949. 192 p.

Plump, friendly Judy, whose father's candy store is
the meeting place for her large circle of friends, takes
a stand against the snobbishness and intolerance in her
group and helps produce a show to benefit a poor family
in the neighborhood.

(4-6)

she
and

Garthwaite, Marion.
Shaken Days. Messner, 1952. 204 p.

MOre than anything else Megan wanted friends and
found them after she took her grandmJther l s advice
stopped being afraid to seek them.

Hayes, Florence. (5-6)
Joe-Pole. New American. Houghton, 1952. 244 p.

Joets performance in the school circus wins him the
acceptance of the other siKth-graders and helps him to
aake the transition from "Joe-Pole" to Joe-American. II

Hayes, Florence S.
Skid. Houghton, 1948. 216;>.

(5-8)
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With patience, resourcefulness, and his ability to
play baseball, a Negro boy from Georgia tI6kes a place
for himself BlIDng his age-trates 1n an all-white school
in Connecticut.

Lindq~ist, Willis.
The Red Drum's Warning. Whittlesey, 1958.

(4-6)
112 p.

Kitls faith in his native friend, Teebo, is tested
during a native uprising on the island of Haiti in the
year of 1802. Teebo proves his loyslty with the help
of a red Voodoo drum.

Simpson, Ibrothy. (4-8)
A Lesson for Janie. Lippincott, 1958. 192 p.

Janie, discontented with her girl's role, couldn't
be friends with MYra, the new girl from the city who
seemed to be all the things Janie's nother longed for
in a da~ghter. ~uroal danger helps the two girls re
solve their differences.

Woolley. Catherine.
Ginnie and the New Girl. ~orrow, 1954.

(4-6)
159 p.

Ginnie 1s unhappy when a new §irl trOves into the
neighborhood Bnd intrudes on her I best friends lt rela
tionship with Geneva. All three girls are happier after
they learn that friendship grows with sharing.

Films

Grades 1-3

Fun of Making Frien~.
Coronet, 19 o. 11 minutes, sound, black and white.

Practical suggestions for finding, making, and keep
in~ friends are demonstrated as Joey discovers the se
cret and the rewards of being friendly. A northern win
ter setting does not mar the usefulness of this film.

Let f ~ Share with Others.
COronet, 1950. 11 minutes, sound, black and white.
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Through his experiences in operating a lemmade
stand Ji~ discovers that sharing is frequently desir
able, necessary, and even profitable; that there are
different ways of sharing; and that quite often sharing
rn.:I kes T'£Ore for everyone.

Grades 4-6

How vIe Coooerate.
Coronet, 1950. 10 rndnutes, sound, black and white.

t.J'hen George and Ed pool their resources to buy B
badminton net and then attempt to put it up, they dis
c6ver and demonstrate in true-to-life fashion, the ne
cessity, the meaning, Bnd the ingredients of cooperation.

Filmstrips

Grades 1-3

l':anners at Parties.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films 1955. 48 frames,
silent with captions, color. tGood ~~nners series)

The children who come to A~ts birthday party use
their best manners so that each one will enjoy himself.
Art work illustrations.

t~nners at Play.
fucyclopaedia Britannica Films 1955. 48 frames,
silent with captions, color. tGood !t3nners series)

Situations in which a group of neighborhood child1len
meet and resolve their problems of playing together pro
vide insight for better handling of peer relationships •
. rt work illustrations.

t~nners while Visiting.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films 1955. 48 frames,
silent with captions, color. tGood l~Dners series)

The meaning and value of good manners as they help
to strengthen friendship are depicted when ~ spends
the night with her friend, Ellen. Art work illustration.
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Friends-~9d Friends.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films 1956. 46 frames,
silent with captions, color. ~Guidance Stories series)

Y.embers of the Happy Hours Club try to exclude a new
neighbor from their group until they realize that sharing
brings more satisfaction than does selfishness. Photo
graphs.

On the Plavground.
curriculum Films, 1958.
tions, color. (Conduct

30 frames, silent with cap
and Behavior series)

Typical playground situations illustrate cooperation,
fair play, good sportsmanship, and correct safety prac
tice in a way meaningful to prirmry children. Photographs.

Playing Fair ..
Encyclopaedia Britannica ilms 1956. 46 frames,
silent with captions, color. tGuidance Stories series)

Fair play becomes nore important to Shirley after
she is rejected by other members of her play group for
Mving taken unfair advantage of one of them. Photographs.

Sharing with Others.
Encyclopaedia BritanniC'l~ 1956. 45 frames, sill'nt
with captions, co 101: • {uuidance Stories series)

Joey finds that ideas, playthings, and pleasures
bring more satisfaction when they are shared with others.
Photographs.

Visiting Friends.
Curriculum Films 1958. 30 frames, silent '(lith cap
tions, color. (~onduct and Behavior series)

Photographs show Bob and Ann being courteous and
conSiderate when they entertain guests and when they
visit in the homes of others.

World"? Together.
Society for Visual Education, 1954. 23 frames, si
lent with captions, black and white.

Children in a play group find that it takes coopera
tion to build a playhouse. Art work illustrations.

http://exclu.de
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Grades 4-6

Leaders and Foll~lers.

En~clopaedia Britannica Films 1955. 48 frames.
silent with captions, color. tDeveloping Your Per
sonality series)

Failure to win the election for captain of the safety
patrol results in self-appraisal for Ted and the begin
ning realization that good follO\-lers are as necessary as
good leaders. Art work illustrations.

I'ore than One Friend.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films 1955. 48 frames.
silent with captions, color. tDeveloping Your Per
sona lity series) .

On a Boy Scout hike, Tim finds out how nice tD:lst
people are once you get to know them and hmy satisfying
it is to have rrore than one friend. rt work illustrations.

Yater als ReIst d to Que tions Concerns Interests,
and Problems of Children a t Their c Is

Books

Grades 1-3

Beim. Jerrold. (K-2)
Andy and the School Bus. t-brro\tl, 1947. unp_

Every day, rain or shine, Andy hopefully signaled
the school bus to stop for him and at last his patience
was rewarded. Small children can appreciate Andy's
eagerness to start to school.

Beim. Jerrold.
Country School. VDrrow. 1955. 47 p.

Tony hated the big. nerN building which had replaced
his beloved little country school. until he discovered
wha t a friendly pia ce it rea lly wa s.
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(1-2)
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#Beim, Jerrold.
The Taming of Toby. I'"now, 1953. 48 p.

When Toby goes home with his teacher he discovers
some things which rrake him a better classroom citizen.

Beim, Jerrold.
Thin Ice. Morrow, 1956. 46 p.

When he was able to read the sign which saved his
brother from a skating mishap, Lee realized that learn
ing to read is worth the effort it takes.

IIBell, Thelma H.
Mountain Boy. Viking, 1947. 39 p.

Randy could not attend the school so far from his
rrountain home and he would not cooperate when his rrother
tried to teach him to read and spell, until his tmther's
story about their mule Jinnie changed his attitude.

Berquist, Grace.
Speckles Goes to School. Hale, 1952. 46 p.

A new- boy rna kes himself a part of the class when he
brings his setting hen to school so she may hatch her
babies for all to see.

'Bunce, William H.
Here Comes the School Train.

(2-4)
Dutton, 1953. 63 p.

The true story of the trains which bring education
to the children of Northern Ontario should be thought
provoking to those who take educational advantages lIUch
for granted.

UCaudill, Rebecca.
Schoolhouse in the Woods. Winston, 1949.

(2-4)
120 p.

The Fairchild children of the Happy Little Family
learn readin', writin't and 'rithmetic from AUgust to
Christmas in their one-room schoolhouse in the Kentucky

#Indicates that the item falls into two grade level
categories: "Grades 1-3 11 and also "Grades 4-6."
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realistic
ago.

picture of country

ilCleary , Beverly.
Otis Spofford. Yorrow, 1953. 191 p.

0-6)

Otis liked school because it was such 8 good place
for creating mischief, but the day he picked on feminine,
well-behaved Ellen he found that he haa met his match.

Clewes, Dorothy. (1-3)
The Happiest ooy. Coward-McCann, 1959. 64 p.

By lunch time on the first day, Penny hated school
so ouch that she decided to go home. Then all of a sud
den she found that someone needed her Bnd it began to
be "the hap:piest day of her life. II School situations,

realist"ica'l1.y pictured, show the wisdom of seeing things
through instead of trying to run away from them.

llJ.voisin, R. A.
Petunia. Hale, 1950. unp.

(1_2)

Petunia, the silly
that owning books will
read what is inside of

goose, learns by sad experience
not make one wise unless he can
them.

(1-2)Fine, Aaron.
The School-Bus Picnic. Holt, 1954. unp.

The day the school bus broke down, a 11 the children
had a picnic while repairs were being made. Unique text
arrangement allows words to follow tne bus around corners
and up and down hills.

Hall, H. Tom.
The Golden Tombo. Knopf, 1959. 42 p.

(1-3)

Watching the other boys catch insects for their
school projects all summer while he 1s at work in the
family's rice paddies is disheartening to small Japa
nese Toru, but on the last day of vacation he finds the
most beautiful insect of all to display at the school
exhibit. This picture of school life in present-day
Japan shows the pleasure that comes with achievement.
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Haywood. Carolyn.
"BII Is for Betsy. Harcourt, 1939. 159 p.

Good home and school relationships are emphasized
in this story of Betsy's first year at school and of
her sumner vacation at Grandfather's farm. Other books
which follow: Betsy and Billy (Harco..rt. 1941). Back
to School with Bet!! OtircQurt; 1943) and Betsy anCtlie
~ (Harcourt, 19 )" take Betsy through three succeed
ing years of school with new experience" new teachers,
and new friendships.

;1Haywood. Carolyn.
Eddie Hakes !Usic. !'bttow, 1957. 191 p.

When Eddie Wilson decides to be vocalist in the
school orchestra, his adventures and misadventures pile
up. Home, school, and age-mate relationships, sh~~

with humor and understanding, give children some insight
for handling their own.

twamatsu, Jun.
Crow Boy. Viking. 1955. 37 p.

(1-3)

Chibi, a forlorn little Japanese boy, spends all of
his school days in loneLiness until an understanding
tea cher helps him win the acceptance and appreciation
of his classmates.

Jackson, Kathryn.
Schools Around the World.
160 p.

(1-3)
Silver Burdett. 1957.

(K-2)

EXcellent photographs and simple text bring an in
teresting and understanding view of schools in many
parts of the world.

Lensk.i, Lois.
A Dog Came .to School. Oxford. 1955. 46 p.

Friendly pupil-teacher relationships are emphasized
in this story of lllvy's dog, Spot, who had a good time
at school ..ntil he became so na..ghty that lllvy had to
put him outside.
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¥artin, Patricia Ydles.
The Pointed Brush. lathrop, 1959. unp.

With his pointed brush, little Sixth Son writes a
letter which gets his uncle out of jail, recovers a
runaway water buffalo for an irate farmer, and proves
to his Chinese father that there 15 strength 1n the
written word.

g'~olley, catherine.
Schoolroom Zoo. ~crrow, 1950. 191 p.

A snake Ellie couldn't keep at home was the beginning
of a zoo in the third grade room which grew to include
everything from a red eft to spiders and toads. ~bch

good science content blended with an interesting school
story.

Grades 4-6

Acker, Helen.
The School Train. Abelard, 1953. 118 p.

(4-8)

Tony and John, sons of a canadian trapper, learn to
read, write, and spell as they follow the school train
from stop to stop.

Beim, Jerrold. (5-8)
Trouble after School. Harcourt, 1957. 128 p.

When his rrother takes a job to help supply family
necessities, Lee lets his unwise choice of after-school
activities and friendships draw him into serious diffi
culties at school. With the help of the ~idance coun
selor he gradually learns to assume a nore tnature atti
tude during school hours and aften~ard.

Bloch, Marie Halun.
M'lrya of Clark Avenue. Coward-HcCann, 1957.

(4-6)
190 p.

It becomes easier for ¥.arya to reconcile the ways
of her school with those of her Ulcrainian fa~ly after
her teacher attends the family Christmas party.

Burgwyn, r·~bane.

Hunter's Hideout. Lippincott, 1959. 153 p.
(5-6)
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Low marks and lack of friendliness in their new
school lead the Hunter boys into playing hooky for sev
eral weeks along the banks of a nearby river. They
emerge from their experiences with sounder views of
education and friendship.

Ca~dill, Rebecca. (4_6)
Schoolroom in the Parlor. Winston, 1959. 117 p.

Instead of the long vacation from Christmas until
August, the Fairchild children have classes at home with
£ourteen-year-old Althy as their teacher. Althy does
such a noteworthy job that she gets an opportunity to
go across Black M>untain to attend high school. Under
standing picture of everyday happenings a half century
ago.

Dejong, Meindert.
The ,fueel on the School. Harper, 1954.

(4-7)
298 p.

StK school children overcome community indifference
and repeated frustrations as they enlist the help of
their Dutch fishing village in a successful project to
bring the storks back to nest on the roof tops of Shora.

Lenski, Lois.
Prairie School. Lippincott, 1951. 196 p.

(4-7)

(4-6)

she

Based on actual life experiences within contemporary
times, this is the story of children isolated in their
school on the South rakota Prairie during a blizzard.

Rowland, Florence Wightman.
J~ddie. Walck, 1957. 128 p.

Neither of Juddie's parents could read or write and
Juddie \"a5 afraid he would never have an opportunity to
learn because school was so far from their farm in the
Canadian north woods. But Juddie kept hoping and one
night, when he was eleven years old, hiF' chance came.

Simpson, Lbrothy. (4-6)
A V~tter of Pride. Lippincott, 1959. 192 p.

Because Janie was too proud to tell the teacher that
didn't have any shoes to wear to school, the rnisunder-
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standing between them grew until Janie came to recognize
the difference between vanity and honest pride. Good
teacher-child and parent-teacher relationships develop
in the course of the story.

Tarshis, Elizabeth Kent.
The Village that Learned To Read.
158 p.

(4-7)
HoLlghton, 1941.

Pedro's refusal to learn to read makes him a figure
of disgrace in his ~~ican village until an accident
brought on by his stubbornness demonstrates the value
of reading ability and brings'h1.m into line.

Filmstrips

Grades 1-3

In School.
Curriculum Films, 1958. 30 frames, silent with cap
tions, color. (Conduct and Behavior series)

Courtesy, cooperation and thoughtfulness in school
situations are demonstrated by Bob and his friends.
Photographs.

Let's Visit our Friends.
Society for VisLlBl EdLlcation

J
1955. 39 frames, si

lent with captions» color. \Be Healthy» Go Safely
series)

Pictured are various friends and helpers--police of
ficer, principal, teacher, custodian, nurse, etc. to
gether with captions to explain their parts in ueking
school a pleasant experience. Art work illustrations.

The Ne:v Pupil.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1953.
silant with captions J color. (School
series)

50 frames J

ColIllUnity

The importance of thoughtfulness and friendliness
toward n~v students is demonstrated as a little Scottish
boy adjusts to the ways of a nevl school and gains the
acceptance of his classmates. Photographs.
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9.lr School.
Encyclopaedia Britannica 1 1953. 50 frames, silent
with captions J color. (::>chool CotrDUnity series)

The concept that public funds and cooperation pro-
vide school facilities, instruction, and services to
help children learn is presented in a manner intelligible
to nore mature prinary children. Photographs.

Part of the Team.
Encyclopaedia !lritannica Films 1953.
silent with captions, color. ~School
series)

51 frames,
Connunity

Photographs show how teaovork contributes to every
one's fun Bnd safety at school.

School Courtesy.

Mike discovers that school courtesy means such things
as waiting your turn, being on time, being neat and or_
derly, listening carefully, following directions, moving
~uiet1y in the school building, and sharing with others •
• hotographs.

School Helpers.
En<:')'c1opaedia Britannica Films. 1953.
silent with captions, color. \School
series)

50 frames,
Colll1Unity

Photographs clarify the responsibilities of the
principal, teachers, secretary, nurse, and various other
school helpers and emphasize the child's responsibility
for being a helper too.

Disc Recordings

Grades 4-6

_~ewbery Award Record.rpm.33 113
School.

12-inch.
The Wheel on the

This record adaptation of a Newbery ward winner
gives a condensed version of the story which trey lead
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children to read the book for themselves. Dialog, nu
sic by the Amsterdam Concertgebom'1 Orchestra, and au
thentic bird sounds do much to complement the narration.

~~terials.Related to .estions Concerns Interests,
and Problems of Children about Their Healt

and safety

Books

Grades 1-3

Bemelmans, Ludwig.
Y~deline. Simon and Schuster, 1939. unp.

All the other little girls envy l~deline her eKcit
iog trip to the hospital to have her appendix removed.
Creates a healthy attitude toward medical care.

ifBendick, Jeanne. (1-6)
Have a HappY Measle. Whittlesey, 1958. 48 p.

~dxture of sound advice, nonsense poems and humorous
stories about common childhood illnesses, their preven
tion, and treatment. Interest level ranges all the way
through the elementary grades.

Brown, ~~rgaret Wise.
Red Light. Green Light. Doubleday, 1944.

(K-l)
unp.

truck, car, jeep, horse, boy, dog, and mouse ob
serve the traffic signals from the time each sets out
on his way in the norning until he gets home at night.

Jubelier, Ruth.
Jill's Check-Up. Melmont, 1957. 37 p.

(1-3)

Jill's trip to Dr. Gay's office makes a story which
helps to establish the child's understanding and confi
dence toward medical care.

#rndicates that the item falls into two grade level
categories: "Grades 1_3 11 and also "Grades 4-6."
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Lea f, MUnro.
Health Gan Be Fun. Stokes, 1943. 55 p.

Simple text interspersed with amusing drawings es
tablishes the concept that doing the simple, right
things every day will keep us strong and happy.

ilLea'f, funro.
Safety Can Be Fun. Stokes, 1938. 49 p.

(2-4)

Hunorous text and comic drawings illustrate the
dreadful consequences of being a "nit_wit" and taking
foolish chances.

Rey, Hans A.
Curious George Rides a Bike. Houghton, 1952.

(1-3)
45 p.

l{hen curious George, the mischievous little monkey,
gets a bike for his birt~day, he ignores all safety
precautions for the joy of a fast ride that ends disas
trously.

Weisgard, Leonard.
The Clean Pig. Scribner, 1952. unp.

(1-3)

of
A clean pig removed dirt and disorder from the

a dirty farmer and his "fusty rustyll wife.
lives

{}Zim, Herbert S.
Our Senses and How They Worls. Mlrrow, 1956.

(3-6)
64 p.

The physiology of the major sense organs and their
importance to the individual are explained and illus
trated with simplicity and cLarity.

#Zim, Herbert S.
Wb@t's Inside of Me? MOrrow, 1952. 32 p.

(2_5)

Functions of internal organs of the body are des
cribed in large type for young children to read for
themselves and in small type for adults to read to them
or for the use of older children. Illustrations used
to clarify the teKt are within the grasp of primary
children.
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Grades 4-6

G1emser. Bernard. (6-9)
All About the Humn Body. Hale, 1958. 136 p.

Simply written, conveniently orgpntzed, well-in
dexed, attractively presented anatomy with clearly
drawn, two-color illustrations to clarify and amplify
the text. There is an excellent chapter on reproduction
at the end of the book.

Ravie11i, nnthony. (4-8)
Ponders of the Hum3n Body. Viking, 1954. 125 p.

This introduction to anatocy and to the nervous
and digestive systems makes effective and inaginative
use of analogies existing bettveen body parts and fa
miliar nachines and objects. '1\'10 tone pictures and dia
ZrBtnS with catchy labels clarify and supplement text.

Red Cross. United States American National Red Cross. (6-9)
First id Textbook. Doubleday, 1957. 241 p.

Emergency treatment for illness and carmon injuries
is clearly outlined in this standard reference work.

Schneider, Herman and Nina.
HOW Your Bocly Works. Scott, 1949. 160 p.

Good table of contents, good index, and comprehen
sive treatment make this book a useful reference for
understanding how the body uses food» operates, and
regulates itself. The book includes no information on
sickness» infancy, or sex.

2im» Herbert S.
Your Food and You. ~Drrow» 1957. 61 p.

substantial 8nount of technical material on food
and nutrition is meaningfully presented and illustrated.
Book would be toore convenient to use if it had 8 table
of contents, continuous paging» and index.
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Films

Grades 1-3

.t'l.lexander Learns Good Health.
Coronet, 1955. 11 minutes, sound, color.

The things Alexander learns the hard way about
proper diet and rest are conveyed to children in bold,
simple, humorous animation. Good habits of cleanliness
and exercise are brought in incidentally as Alexander
begins to observe them.

:1zat Ear Health.
Encyclopaedia Britannica riltclS J 1954. 11 minutes,
sound, black and white.

'Tive fingers pointing the way to healthlt represent
basic ~ood groups in this unique and effective approach
to good nutrition.

lir'm to'o Fool with a Bicycle.
tva 1 t Disney, 1956. 8 r.tinutes, sound, color.

iny
An interesting history
Cricket's presentation

of the bicycle precedes Jim
of safety rules for cyclists.

,
uI' m No Fool with Fire.

Walt Disney, 1957. 8 minutes, sound, color.

A history of fire as a friend to man introduces
Jiminy Cricket's rules for fire'prevention.

and Learn
Encyclopaedia Britannica
sound, bla ck and white.

Films, 1956. 13 minutes,

~ays in which thoughtlessness and accidents go to
gether are vividly presented in this film.

gRest that Builds Good Health.
Coronet, 1953. 10 minutes, sound, black and white.

Sleep, relaxation, and change are presented and
evaluated as ways of resting related to good health.
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ISafety on Our School Bus.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1957. 11 minutes,
sound, black and white.

The driver of a school bus explains, illustrates,
and summarizes the safety practices which make the chil
dren on his bus expert riders. Safety while waiting,
loading, riding, and leaving the bus and for crossing
the street or highway receives thorough coverage in this
excellent film.

Teeth Are To Keep.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. 1950. 11 minutes,
sound, color.

Simple aninsted cartoons appropriate for primary
level are used to show how teeth work, why and how they
should be cleaned, and what foods will nske them strong
and healthy.

Grades 4-6

Bicycle Safety.
Young America, 1950. 10 minutes, sound, black and
white.

Safety responsibilities of the bicyclist
i

bicycling
do's and don'ts, and the rewards of safe eye ing are
clearly demonstrated and summarized.

Care of Hair and Nails.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1951. 11 minutes,
sound, black and white.

Hair and scalp structure, hair and nail growth,
and diseases of the scalp are also treated in this in
teresting presentation of proper hair and nail care.

Care of the Skin.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1949. 10 minutes,
sound, black and white.

Aniaated diagrams show the structure and function of
the skin, while the activities of children as they pre
pare for bed dem::mstrate good habits in skin care and
give brief natice to the prevention of common skin ail
ments.
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Dental Health: How and '....ltv.
Coronet, 1949. 11 minutes, sound, color.

The importance, structure, and maintenance of healthy
good-looking teeth are effectively shown.

EXercise for Happy Liyinr.
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1950. 11 minutes, sound,
black and white.

Jinrny's own story of hOH he trade the team reveals
the importance of exercise for physical well-being and
pleasing personality.

How Our Bodies Fight Disease.
Sncyclopaedia Britannica, 1955. 8 minutes, sound,
black. and white.

The functions of the skin, nucous membranes, lymphatic
system, and blood stream in protecting the body agaj~st

disease CTenns and the way in which ItmUnization works to
prevent ~isease are simply explained and illustrated by
animated diagrams.

I'm No Fool in Water.
Walt Disney, 1957. 8 minutes, sound, color.

Jiminy Cricket points out principles of water sa fety
contrasts right and wrong behavior for swtmmers.

Keeping Clean and Neat.
Encyclo~edia Britannica Fioms, 1956. 11 minutesf
sound, black and white.

The relotionship of good grooming to good looks is
stressed as an intermediate grade boy and girl demon
strate desirable habits of personal hygiene and clothes
care.

Posture Habits.
Coronet, 1947. 10 minutes, sound, black and white.

From their brother who is an air force pilot, two
children learn what good posture is, how it can be
achieved and maintained, and why it is essential.
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Safety on the Playground.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1953. 14 minutes,
sound, black and white.

Presented in the form of a m¥stery with child narra
tion, this film demonstrates proper use of playground
space and equipment and points up the fact that com:oon
sense and consideration for others help everyone to have
rrore fun.

Safety on the Street.
Encyclop8ooia Britannica Films, 1952. 11 minutes,
sound, bLack and white.

When Judy and Fred tie for election to the Safety
Patrol, a safety contest between them illustrates sound
safety practice for pedestrians.

See Better: Hea1 ChSEyes.
black and white.

Structure, function, and care of the eye~, together
with common vision defects and their correction are ex
plained and illustrated in a manner sufficiently simple
for intermediate grade children.

Sleep for Health.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1950.
black and white.

10 minutes,

Sufficient sleep and good sleeping habits are pre
sented as the key to full enjoyment of onels waking
hours in this film which also touches upon the physiology
of sleep and the effects of poor sleep habits.

Strangers.
Sid D:lvis, 1957. 10 minutes, sound, black and white.

Safe conduct for children when meeting strangers in l

unsupervised situations is carefully presented in a
straight-forward, positive menner.

You and Your Ears.
Walt Disney, 1957. 8 mQoutes, sound, color.

Through the use of animation and interesting analogies,
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Jiminy Cricket presents the structure of the ear and its
two-fold function in hearing and balance. Ear care is
only incidentally treated.

You and Your Eyes.
Walt Disney, 1957. 8 ~nutes, sound, color.

Parts of the eye and operation of the eye 1n seeing
are presented in non-technical terms and demonstrated
through simple analogies. As in the film above, empha
sis is on structure and function, with only minor atten
tion given to proper care and use.

Filmstrips

Grades 1-3

Keeping Clean.
Young America, 1952. 37 frames, silent with captions,
color. (Primary Health series)

Children learn desirable habits of personal hygiene
by watching Jim and Jane put them into practice. Art
Work illustrations.

Keeping Well.
Young ~ricaJ 1952. 36 frame~, silent with captions,
color. ~Prlmary Health series)

Basic rules for keeping healthy accompany the discus
sion of germs which cause sickness and ways to avoid some
of them. Art work illustrations.

Let f S Get Ready for School.
Society for Visual Ed~cation~ 1956. 42 frames, si
lent with captions, color. \,Be Healthy. Go Safely
series)

Health practices and habits of good grooming involved
in getting ready for a good day at school are dem:mstrated
by Mary and Mike. Art work illustrations.

Let's Stand Tall.
Society for Visual Education, 1956.
with captions, color. (Be Healthy,

35 frames, silent
Go Sa fely series)

Class d~seussion and pictures of a circus parade
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bring out the importance of good
can be developed and mintained.

posture and show how it
Art work illustrations.

tet's Visit the Dentist.
Society for Visual Education 1956. 35 frames, si
lent with captions, color. tBe Healthy, Go Safely
series)

Nancy's trip to the dentist and her scrapbook of the
things she learns there demonstrate a friendly attitude
toward dental care and health practices that build good
teeth. Art work illustrations.

Rest and Sleep.
Young America, 1952. 32 frames, silent with captions,
color. (Primary Health series) .

The need for good restful sleeo and ways to insure
getting it are demonstrated through art work illustrations.

Safe and Sound. long the Way.
SOciety for Visual Ed~cationl 1956. 42 frames, si
lent with captions, color. \.Be Healthy, Go Safely
series)

Yargie Bnd her puppets show rules for going
from school safely. Art work illustrations.

to and

Safe and Sound at Home.
Society for Visual Ed~cation 1956. 42 frames si
lent with captions, color. {Be Healthy, Go Sately
series)

Margie I S puppets, "Sa fell and "Sound, II act out good
home safety practices. At the end of the filmstrip are
directions for making finger puppets for use 1n telling
safety stories. Art work illustrations.

Safe and Sound at School.
Society for Visual Ed~cation 1956. 42 frames, si
lent with captions, color. tBe Healthy, Go Safely
series)

It''.argie's puppets, "Safel! and "Sound, 11 dem:mstrate
safety rules which should be practiced at school. Art
Work illustrations.
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Safety at Home.
Curriculum Film<; 1958. 30 frames, silet't with cap
tions, color. (.'A:ealth and Safety series)

In playing the
children dramatize
homes and show how

"safety game" with their llDther, two
dangerous situations existent in many
to rectify or avoid them.. Photographs.

Safety at School.
Curriculum Films, 1958. 30 frames, silent with cap
tions, color. (Health and Safety series)

Photographs dem::mstrate safe ways to walk in corri
dors and on stairs, proper conduct during fire drill and
precautions essential to safe use of tools and equipment
at school.

to and from School.
curriculum Films, 1958. 30 frames, silent with cap
tions, color. (Health and Safety series)

The town's concern for making its streets safe for
children and the child's responsibility for observing
all safety regulations on the way to and from school are
combined to good advantage and shown by means of photo
graphs.

SaFety

Ski!!ID' and a Good Breakfast.
Cereal Institute, 135 laSalle
1956. 37 frames, silent with
loan.

Street, Chicago 3, Ill.,
captions, color. Free-

The ingredients and the values of a good breakfast
are effectively illustrated for children as Skimpy dis
covers that a good breakfast not only makes him feel
better but gives him energy and alertness for work and
play. Art work illustrations.

Straight and Tall.
Young America, 1952. 38 frames, silent with captions,
color. (Primary Health series)

Child ren begin to take stock of their own posture as
art work illustrations set forth the characteristics and
values of good posture and stress the need for proper
food, exercise and rest in building bodies that are
"straieht and tall. 1I
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Stronp Teeth.
Young lune:rica, 1952.. 36 frames, silent with captions,
color. (Prinary Health series)

Regular habits in caring for their teeth are illus
trated for children of primary grade level. Art work il
lustra tions ..

Grades 4-6

Bicycle Safety.
Curriculum films, 1958. 30 frames, silent with cap
tions, color. (Health and Safety series)

he

The young bicyclist is made aware of his responsibility
for keeping his bike in good mechanical condition, obey
ing the rules of the road, and helping preserve the pub
lic safety.

Food for Good Health.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1956. 48 frames, si
lent with captions, color. (Food series)

The sources of foods needed by plants and animals
and the five basic food groups which supply nutrients
essential for ~n beings are shown by means of photo
graphs and drawings.

Hol;-1 To Have an Accident in the Home ...
SncycloP1=ledia Britannica Fil~, 1958. 50 frames, si
lent with captions, color. <.Walt Disney Safety series)

Donald Duck clarifies principles of home safety while
demonstrates the folly of ignoring them.

I'm No Fool as a Pedestrian.
Encyclo~edia Britannica Films, 1958.
lent with color. (Walt Disney Safety

50 frames, si
series)

Jiminy Cricket concludes a lesson in safety for pedes
trians with a sa fety contest between "You" and a fool.

I'm No Fool Having Fun.
Encyclopa ediB Britannica l7ilms, 1958. 50 frames, si
lent with captions, color. (Walt Disney Safety series)
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Safe and dangerous ways and places to play are con
trasted and rules for playing safely are ~haslzed as
Jiminy Cricket conducts a sa fety con test between "You II

snd a fool.

I'm No Fool in vlater.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1958. 50 frames, si
lent with captions, color. (Walt Disney Safety series)

Jiminy Cricket's rules for water safe~ are futher
clarified by a safety contest between nyou I and a fool.

1 1 m No Fool with a Bicycle.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1958. 50 frames, si
lent with captions, color. (Walt Disney Safety series)

Jiminy Cricket gives a brief history of the bicycle,
contrasts right and wrong practices in bicycling, and
summarizes tne basic rules of bicycle safety.

I'm No ~ool with Fire.
Encyclo~edia Britannica Films, 1958. 50 frames, si
lent with captions, color. (Walt Disney Safety series)

The importance of fire in our lives and the necessity
for knowing how to control it are shown in Jiminy Cricket's
lesson on fire prevention.

Keeping Well and Happy.
National Tuberculosis rtssociation, 1949. 30 frames,
silent with captions, color. Free-loan.

Available with script from state and local tubercu
losis associations, this filmstrip demonstrates the rules
of good health and the need for regular chest x-rays.

Orphan Willie.
National Film Board of Canada, 1944. 67 frames, si
lent with captions, black and white.

Clever cartoons and gay verses depict the transforma
tion of Willie from social failure into popular hero as
he learns to observe good habits of personal hygiene.

Preventing Accidents in the Home.
27 frames, silent with captions,
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color. (You and Safety series)

Photographs show sa fe ways of doing things at home.

S~fe Play on the School Grounds.
Eyegate, 1955. 27 frames, silent with captions,
color. (You and safety series)

Photographs show proper use of play equipment and
play space on the school grounds.

Safety Coming to School and in School.

You and Your Ears.
Fzl~clopaedia Britannica Films, 1958. 50 frames,
silent with captions, color.

Structure of the ear
balance are demonstrated
use of simple analogies.
same name.

and its function in hearing and
by Jiminy Cricket through the

Ba sed on a Disney film by the

You and Your Eyes.
Encyclo~edla Britannica Films, 1958. 50 frames,
silent with captions, color.

Through simple analogies Jiminy Cricket explains the
structure and function of the eye and briefly touches
upon proper eye care. Based on the Walt Disney film of
the same name.

You and Your Food.
Encyclopa edia Brita nniea 'Films, 1958. 50 frames,
silent with captions, color.

Jiminy Cricket explains the body's need for food and
shows the five classes of foods necessary for health,
strength, and energy. Based on the Disney film.

Your Ears and Hearinf.
Eye~te, 195. 25 frames, silent with captions,
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color. (Your Body and How To Take Care of It series)

Art work illustrations, well-marked diagrams and
clear captions show structure, function, and proper care
of the ear. Somewhat technical in treatment. M:>st ap
propriate for use in grade five and up.

Your Teeth.
Eyegate, 1954. 25 frames, silent with captions,
color. (Your Body and How To Take Care of It series)

Clear presentation of structure, importance, and
care of the teeth. Art work illustrations.

Disc Recordings

Grades 1-3

Health can Be Fun.
l2-inch. 78 rpm.
Adaptation, trUsic

Decca, CU-1l4.
and lyrics by Frank Luther.

Based on the book by Munro Leaf, the record contains
such health rMterials as: Yd.lk Makes fuscles, I Like
Bread, Staying Healthy, etc.

CU-1l3.
Songs of Safety.

12-inch. 78 rpm. Decca,
Sung by Frank Luther.

Eleven sin~able messages to make children safety
conscious are ~ncluded on this sing-along record for
l?rimary grades. Words for each song appear on the record
jacket; provision 1s mde on the record for audience par
ticipation in singing them.

Go to Sleep?
78 rpm. Decca Recording.

Robert rwan. fusic by George Duning.
l2-inch.
Story by

I Have ToWhy Do

Snatches of song and rhyme enliven this drsm3tized
story in which parts of Johnny's body tell him why sleep
is necessary for health.
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estions Concerns Interests,
i dren a ut ecreation

Leisure Time

Books

(3-6)

Informational books
j'rcarlson, Bernice W.

Fun for One or Two. Abingdon, 1954. 159 p.

An excellent table of contents and detailed index
make readily accessible this collection of le±sure·>time
activities and projects suitable for one or two children
and requiring simpl~, easily obtainable materials.

iiColby , Carroll Burleigh.
First Fish (~t You
COward-McCann, 1953.

Should Know To
48 p.

0-5)
Catch Him).

(1-4)

(1-8)

A beginners ~ide to identifying, catching, cleaning,
and cooking various kinds of fresh water fish, supple
mented by a section on the care of equipment, a fisher
mants dictionary, and rules for fishing safety and sports
manship.

iiElting, ".ary.
First Book of Baseball. Watts, 1956. 57 p.

Manual explaining baseball terminology, game Bnd
team organization, basic rules of the game, special
plays, and scoring. CopiOUS illustrations enliven and
clarify the te<t.

iiHoke , Helen L.
First Book of fulls. Watts, 1954. 42 p.

This picture-history of dolls from prehistoric to

i~Indicates that the item falls into two grade level
categories: "Grades 1_3 11 and also "Grades 4_6. 11
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modern times should interest elementary school girls of
all ages and prove useful to doll collectors.

IlKettelkamp, Larry.
Kites. Morrow, 1959. 48 p.

Instructions for making and flying various types of
kites are presented in simple language and clarified by
diagra~tic illustrations in color. Also. included 1s
a discussion of the contributions to scientific knOWledge
made possible by kites and the men who fle;,.ot them.

lILee , Tina.
How To Mlke lblls and lbllhouses.
64 p.

(3-6)
lbubleday, 1948.

Conveniently organized, well-indexed book of direc
tions for a variety of easy-to-m3k.e oolls, doll-clothes,
and doll-houses. Paragraph headings are in red and the
many illustrations showing procedures, patterns, and
finished products are done in black and red. Fun with
Paper Dolls (Doubleday, 1949), same author and format,
shOuld also be useful~

#Leeming, Joseph~
Fun with Puzzles. Lippincott, 1946. 128 p.

(all)

(3-6)
Cro-

An entertaining compilation of brain twisters to
tax the llwits, intelligence, ingenuity, and in many
cases the patience II of children of all ages; including
puzzles with matches, counters, coins, numbers, words,
and cut-outs~ Answers at the back of the book~ Fol
lowed by More F~n with Puzzles (Lippincott, 1947).

#pels, Gertrude~
~y PuqPets; Halting and Using Hand Puopets ~
well, 1 51. 104 p.

Well illustrated, conveniently arranged, simple-to
follow directions for making and operating hand puppets,
made of such naterials as egg shells, balloons, socks,
apples, bottlecaps, etc~ Good index and table of contents~

Podendorf, lIla.
True Book of Pets~

(1-3)
Children's Press, 1954~ 46 p.
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Understanding and caring for the needs of pets are
discussed in simplest terms.

Schioat, G. Warren.
Playtime for You. Scribner, 1950. 63 p.

Clear photographs give directions which small chil
dren can follow by themselves in this book of "things to
make and do at home. II

#Sheinwold, Alfred.
101 Best Card Games for Children.
128 p.

(all)
Sterling, 1956.

(3-4)

(3-4)

Divided into families and presented in order of
their difficulty, the games in this book range from the
very simplest card games for young children to trump
games which are an introduction to bridge. Indexed.

Stories

flFelsen, Henry Gregor.
Cub Scout at Last. Scribner, 1952. 131 p.

This Simple episodic story of the activities of Dub
Scout Den 7 from the time of initiation until the Pack
Exposition gives an insight into the meaning and re-
sponsibilities of being a Cub Scout.

*Floethe, Louise Lee.
Terry Sets Sail. Harper, 1958. 64 p.

With the help of his new sailboat, the Bluebird,
Terry realizes his ambition to find a treasure, help
someone in trouble, and rescue a boat in distress.

!,!Gardner, Lillian. (2-4)
Sal Fisher, Brownie Scout. Watts, 1953. 192 p.

When clumsy, shy little Sal joins the Brownies,
gains an insight into her own problems for she sees
that other girls have problems too.

'I, Haywood, Carolyn.
Little Eddie. !'Orrow, 1947. 160 p.

she

(2-4)
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Eddie's hobby of collecting junk frequently gets
him into difficulty with his family but it yields him a
tidy profit.

(2-3)Fay, Helen.
The Hagic ~itt. Hastings, 1959. 54 p.

Lewis is sure that his new baseball mit is the
magical source of his improved catching ability until
he makes the difficult catch that wins the game--bare
handed.

(K-2)

of

Lenski, lois.
Little Sail Boat. Walck, 1937. unp.

lrr. Small and his little dog have an exciting day
fishing Bnd sailing aboard the "little sailboat. H

Grades 4-6

Informational books

Boehm, David 1"1.. and
Goinometry •

Reinfeld, Fred.
Sterling, 1958. 93 p.

(5-9)

Revised edition of a historical introduction to
American money with an up-to-date catalog of coin
values. Good index, many photographs and dra~oJings.

Cassell, Sylvia. (4_8)
Fun with Puppets. Broadman Press, 1956. 113 p.

Simple, clearly illustrated instructions cover puppet
play production techniques; directions for constructing
and manipulating both hand puppets and simple marionettes;
and ideas for making and using curtains, scenery, and
properties. (Leader's edition contains supplement on
puppetry in religious education.)

Chrystie, Frances N.
Pets; a Complete Handbook on the
and Appreciation of All Kinds of
1953. 272 p.

(6-9)
Care, Understanding
Animal Pets. Little,

Simply presented, factual information about the care
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of forty-one animals, nost of them domestic, with
final chapter on first aid and common diseases of
Indexed.

a
pets.

Colby. Carroll B.
~F::i~r:ls=t::cBo=""w~a:,n",d,,-,Al:::'rr-=ow,::; How To Use It Skillfully
Outdoor Fun. Coward-McCann, 1955. 48 p.

(4-8)
for

Succinct text and abundant illustration show types,
construction, and care of equipment; shooting and hunt
ing techniques; and facts from the history of archery.

Colby, Carroll B.
lrst Camping Trip.

(4-9)
Coward-Y",Cann. 1955. 48 p.

Brief text and numerous sketches convey practical
advice relative to selection and preparation of the
camp site, selection and use of equipment, food and
cooking, suitable clothing, and camping safety.

Colby, Carroll B.
~irst H~nt; with Success and Safety.
1957. 8 p.

(5-9)
Coward-¥..cCann,

This practical guide for young outdoorsmen presents
1n simple text and accurate drawings information on
characteristics and identification of all types of game,
trail signs. tracking tips, gpme calls. equipment,
clothing, and rules of hunting safety_

(5-9)
It

Carroll B.
First Rifle; How To Shoot It Straight and Use
Safely. Coward-McCann, 1954. 48 p.

Basic information for the amateur rifleman relative
to marksmanship, safety, and fun is discussed in simple,
concise text and illustrated with numerous sketches and
diagrams.

Colby,

Freeman, Mae.
Fun with Ballet. Random, 1952. 60 p.

(5-8)

Techniques, routines, training methods, and pre
cautions involved in ballet are shown through accurate,
infonnative teKt and illustrative photographs.
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Gottlieb, William P.
Photography; with Basic Cameras.

(4-8)
I~opf, 1953. 44 p.

Principles of selection, mechanics, and use of basic
cameras are presented in simple text and illustrated
with photographic examples, diagrams, and cartoon-type
drawings. No information about developing and printing
techniques.

Hogner, Dorothy C.
Odd Pets. Crowell, 1951. 166 p.

(5-8)

(5-9)
How To Make and Dress Them.

Description, history, and care of wild creatures
that make their homes in ponds or rivers, in woods or
fields, or in the garden, and which are capable of be
coming interesting and unusual pets. Ready-reference
features, excellent photographic illustrations.

Hoke, John. (5-8)
First Book of Photography. Watts, 1954. 69 p.

Basic photographic \,rinciples, use and care of a
camera, taking and cleve oping good pictures, scientific
and industrial uses of photography, history of photo
graphy, famous photographers, projects in photography,
and sources of additional information are given concise
treatment in this simply written, clearly illustrated
introduction to photography.

Jordan, Nina.
American Costume Dolls;
HarcoUIt, 1941. 230 p.

EXplicit directions for making and dressing costume
dolls to represent periods in American history from
1620 to the present. Working diagrams and illustrations
show procedures and finished products. Homemade Ibils
in Forei8Ji Dress (Harcourt, 1939) by the same author
would be elpful in social studies units about other
countries.

Leeming, Joseph.
First Book of Chess. Watts, 1953. 92 p.

(5-9)

Simple, lucid text, accompanied by diagrams and
amusing drawings in red and black, explains basic prin
ciples, rules, and stratefY of chess playing for the
beginner. Outlines of eleven practice games and a
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glossary of chess terms appear at the back of the book.

Leeming, Joseph.
Fun for Young Collectors. Lippincott, 1953.

(5-9)
88 p.

(4-7)

Thirty-two different collection projects requiring
little or no spending money are represented 1n this in
troduction to the art of collecting which includes in
formation on finding and display of various items.

Leerrdng, Joseph.
l:'un with l'~ gic. Lippincott, 1943. 86 p.

n introduction to magic including directions for
making simple magic equipment; for performing many
trick~, of which some are professional; and for pre
senting successful magic shows. Followed by 11':lre Flln
with laric (Lippincott, 1948).

Leemin£, Joseph.
~un with Shells. LioQincott, 1958... 92 p.

(6-9)

(4-8)
P.iddles.

}"..ethods, equipment, and mterials for making a va
riety of objects and novelties from shells are explained
and acceptably illustrated by a prominent author of haw
to-do-it books.

VOTrison, Lillian comp.
Black Within and Red Hithout; a Book of
Crowell, 1953. 120 p.

A collection of 200 riddles, some ancient and some
recent, most of which are in rhyme and still in use
somewhere in the English-speaking world. Illustrated
in bla cit Dnd red and concluded with a bibliography giv
ing sources of the riddles.

MOrton, Mrs. Katherine G. and MOrton, E.E.
Boys Guide to Fishing. Greenberg, 1947.

(4-8)
96 p.

Practical guide to equir.trent and techniques for
catching, cleaning, and cooKing both salt-water and
fresh-water fish. Classified table of contents and ad
equa te index.
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~~eal. Harry Edt.;ard.
Story of the Kite. Vangowrd, 1954. 61 p.

(4-8)

In addition to its interesting story of Idtes throurn
the ages, this book features directions for building ana
flying a variety of kites and gives National Safety Coun
cil rules concerning kite-flying.

Reinfeld, l="red.
Coin Collector's Handbook. Sterling, 1958.

(6-9)
127 p.

Practical information on acquisition, storage,
preservation, Clod resale of coins together with a cata
log of values for Atrerican, .::anadian, and some foreign
coins.

'~ein'eld, ~red. (6-9)
:O~rative StaJ:>roS 0"" the U.S.ri..; an Illustrated
History of Cur Country. CrO\lell, 1954. 344 p.

rlrranced chronolocically according to date the
stamps were issued, this account of the events and men
behind each of .-unerica' 5 col'1"l!lelIOrative stamps relates
an exciting hobby to the study of l\rnerican History.

Schiffer, D::)O.
""irst Book of Basketball. Watts, 1959.

(Sup)
60 p.

(Sup)

(4-8)

Clear introduction to basketball for fans and play
ers with detailed step-by-stel' illustrations, glossary,
list of U.S. tournaments and eaeues, Bnd index.

Schiffer, D:m.
""irst Book of Football. Watts, 1958. 63 p.

This clearly illustrated, well-indexed handbook pro
vides the beginning enthusiast with a background for
understanding the game.

Schneider, Steven.
First Book of Fishing. Watts, 1952. 45 p.

First things about fresh~ater fishing--equipment,
techniques, characteristics and habitat of common fresh
water fish, kinds of bait, methods of cleaning Bnd cook
ing fish, conservation, laws, licenses-~ll are included
in this amply illustrated and indexed text.
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Slaughter, Jean. (7-9)
Horsemanship for Beginners. Knopf, 1952. 118 p.

Basic rules of good horsemanship and the reasons be
hind them are logically presented in lively text and
illustrated with photographic diagrams and photographs.
Good glossary and detailed index.

Because of simple text and clear illustrations this
book can be used at a srade level below that indicated.

Stoddard. Zdward.
First Book of !apic. '-';atts, 1953. 68 p.

(5-8)

Directions and accompanying nDnologue for perform
ing thirty-one simple magic tricks requiring B mininum
oe preparation and equipment are supplemented by iden
tifying notes on a number of 7amus magicians and sug
gestions for presenting a magic sh~y.

I-:lthers, Carl, and Bennett, Sula, camp •
.~rican Riddle Book. rlbelard-Schuman, 1954.

(4-9)
157 p.

(6-9)

rl cocpendium of riddles, both ancient and modern,
from ~ny countries of the world, chosen and classified
by a team of noted anthropOlogists and folklorists to
entertain American children of all ages. .

Zarchy, Harry.
Let's Go Boating. Knopf, 1952. 154 p.

Comprehensive, well-indexed guide for beginners to
the ho~vs and whys involved in safe handling and proper
care of all kinds of boats, in different locations, and
under a variety of conditions. Indexed.

Zarchy, Harry.
Let's Go Camping; a .Gu~Qe to Ou;door Living•
1951. 176 p.

(6-8)
•Knopf,

Well-illustrated ~ide for beginning aod experienced
campers. giving practical information on tents, packing,
sleeping, clothing, sanitation, cooking, Bnd hazards,
with due consideration for economy Bnd com&ort.

Zarchy, Harry. (6_9)
Stamo Collector', Guide. ~pf, 1956. 178 p.
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Well-organized, adequately illustrated and indexed
guide to stamp collecting, beginning with a brief his
tory of the postal system and including bac~ound ma
terials on stamps of various types and periods, informa
tion on collecting processes, instructions for using a
catalog, dictionary of philatelic names, and stamp iden
tification table.

Stories

Clymer, !n.eanor.
Treasure at First Base. Dodd, 1950. 248 p.

Pioneer history, mystery and baseball are happily
blended when Johnny's love for baseball leads to the
discovery of buried trea sure.

Jackson, C.
Two
11S

P.
Boys
p.

and a Soan Box Derby. Hastings,
(4-6)

1958.

l-U.1thentic facts and background of the AII-.American
Soap Box Derby are woven into this story of twelve-year
old Dee Dee, who constructs his racer and rides it to a
victory which qualifies him for the finals in Akron.
Age-mate relationships are well portrayed.

V~der, Stephen.
Sparkplug of the Hornets. Harcourt, 1953.

(6-9)
245 p.

There is a season full of exciting games in the
story of pint-sized Pee Wee Carson who finally gets his
chance to prove that "small guysll can do a big job even
on a high school basket ball team.

Renic~ Marion. (4_6)
The Shining Shooter. Scribner, 1950. 218 p.

}uch information about the history and technique of
playing marbles is introduced in this story of how Tip
won the marble tournament with the a ssistance of El-Mar,
the magician, who had once been a champion narble player.
Rules for eight different games of marbles appear at the
back of the book.
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!~teriQls Related to Questions, Concerns. Interests,
and Problems oi! Children about M:>ral and

Spiritual Values

Books

Grades 1-3

Religious understanding

Clarke, Sara K.
The Lord Will Love Thee. llest~nsterJ 1959.

(1-3)
48 p.

rl collection of Old Testament Bible Stories, se
lected to show the i~rtance of God's love in each
child's life.

Evers, AIL
In the Beeinning. l~cmillan, 1954. unp.

(1:-3)

Completely childlike, stylized ill~strations in
blue, black, and gray set the mood for this simple, dig
nified retelling of the creation story according to the
Biblical pattern outlined in Genesis.

Farjean, Eleanor.
A Prayer for Little Thines. Houghton. 1945.

(K-3)
unp.

(K-3)

Full-page pictures of raindrops, fledgelings, lambs
and other small things important in a child's life il
lustrate the text of a simple prayer done in verse.

Field, Rachel. (1-3)
All Thro~8h the Night. Macmillan, 1955. ~np.

The Christmas story of the animals who were in the
barn and watched over the Holy Family on the night of
the Nativity.

Field, Rachel.
Prayer for a Child. lacmillan, 1944. unp.

Sensitive full-page pictures in color interpret a
prayer poem filled with familiar things from the child's
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world and reflect a child-like appreciation of the love
and kindness of God.

(K-3)

of
of

Fitch, Florency ~~ry.

Book About God. Lothrop, 1953. unp.

In terms of His similarity to the wonder and beauty
the world around us, the author explains for children
all faiths what God is like.

(1-3)Fitch, Florence ¥~ry.

The Child Jesus. Lothrop, 1955. unp.

Simple narrative text and rich, colorful illustra
tions show episodes and incidents which might have taken
place during Jesus' boyhood in Nazareth.

,
uFoulds, Elfrida V.

Bless This Da-g:
Harcourt, 195 •

(1-5)
(\ Book of Prayer for Children.
95 p.

Compiled from the whole range of Christian litera
ture, both Catholic and Protestant, ancient and modern,
this collection of prayers contains simple ones which
have been written for young children and lIsome of the
older ones which are part of our heritage. II

rancis of Assisi, saint. (K-3)
Song of the Sun; from the canticle of the Sun.
Eacmillan, 1952. unp.

Saint Francis' hymn of praise to nature
creatures is preceded by an introduction to
and appealingly illustrated with a sequence
in which a small boy is the central figure.

and its
his life
of pictures

Hogarth, Grace.
Bible ABC. Stokes, 1941. unp.

Simple text and illustrations assign a biblical
event or character to each letter of the alphabet.

(K-3)

,
~Indicates that the item falls into two grade level

categories: IlGrades 1_3" and also flGrades 4-6. 11
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UJones, Jessie Orton.
Small Rain. Viking, 1943. unp.

Drawings of children accompnay miniature Bible
verses from the King James Version and relate them to
child interests and understandings.

Jones, Jessie Orton. (1-3)
This Is the ~.J'ay; Prayers and Precepts from the
t.\Torld's Religionf'. Viking, 1951. 62 p.

Desiened to encourage religi~us tolerance, this
book contains precepts, prayers, and scriptural quota
~ions drawn from th~ ~eat religions of the world and
111ustrated with ?ictures of children of all nations
traveling lithe wayll tofethe:r.

if.La throp, .D:Jrothy.
.\nL:als 0& the Bible•

(1-4)
Lippincott, 1937. 65 p •

.ri. tex:.t drawn from the .<.i.ng Jaces version and black
and white illustrations are used ~or this pictu=e book
of Bible stories in t·,hich anir:als have a part.

It'petersham, ~aud and t....J.ska. (1-6)
The Christ Child; hoS Told by !'atthew and L.J.ke.
~ub1ed3y, 1931. unp.

The story of the Christ Child from the time of the
annunciation until he is twelve is told in the words
of the :<ing James Version and interpreted through pic
tures in full color that convey an appreciation for
Bible literature.

Petersham, Eaud and l'd.ska. (3-5)
David; from the Story Told in the First Book of
Sclnuel and the First Book of I<1ngs. Y.a cmillan,
1958. u.np.

The story of the young shepherd lad who becaw~

Israel's greatest king realistically retold with illus
trations which are faithful to the text and time they
portray. By the same authors and with the same fornet,
publisher, and copyrieht date are: Joseph and His
Brothers, r-~ses, and P..uth.
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(3-5)
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Tudor, Tasha •
...md It H'as So. 'Westminster, 1959. 48 p.

Scri.ptural passages which interpret the basic con
cepts of the Bible have been selected by the author and
beautifully translated into pictures for little children.

Tudor, Tasha.
~1rst Graces. Ox~ord, 1955. 47 p •

.;.vailable in both Catholic and Protestant editions,
this pocket-size book contains prayers from both old
and contemporary sources. Illustrated with pictures
of children.

~:olcott, C3rolyn litller.
C~d Gave Us Seasons. rlbin£don, 1958. 32 p.

The concept of God t S \>11sdom and dependability is
coupled 'Yith factual information about the seasons in
this colorfully illustrated book.

Values

Angelo, Valenti.
The Acorn Tree. Viking, 1958. 48 p.

Bluejay's selfish effort to fill a hollow oak tree
with acorns just fOl: himself spreads a feast on the
ground for fellow b1uejays and neighbor chipmunks and
squirrels.

Aulaire, Ingri d'
Abraham Lincoln. Doubleday, 1939. unp.

This picture-histo=y of thp life of Lincoln from the
ti~e of his birth until the close of the Civil War
clearly delineates the greatness and humility of the man
who llhe1d toeether the great nation brought forth upon
this continent by his forefathers. 1I

Beatty, Hetty B.
Saint Francis and the ~·:olf. Houghton, 1953.

(K-3)
29 p.

Brightly colored, double spread ~ictures illustrate
a well-l~wn legend in which Saint rrancis transforms a
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wolf that had terrified the villagers into their protector
and friend.

Dalgliesh, Alice. 0-5)
Cou.rage of Sarah Noble. Scribner, 1954. 52 p.

Eight-year-Old Sarah discovers that lito be afraid
and to be brave is the best courage of all, II when she
goes with her father to build a house in the Connecticut
wilderness and lives with the Indians while he returns
to get the rest of the fa~ly.

Dau.gherty. James H.
Andy and the Lion. Hale, 1938. unp.

Though amusingly represented, the lesson of kindness
to others is not lacking in this modern version of An
drocles and the Lion.

Duvoisin, Roger.
Petunia, Beware~ Xnopf, 1958. 40 p.

The grass in her own meadow was the best she had
ever tasted, but it took a long, dangerous trip to
Windy Hill and encounters with Weasel, Raccoon, and Bob
cat to prove that fact to Petunia, the upside-down goose.

"Hamil , Tom.
Brother Alonzo. !".. cmillan, 1957. unp.

(2-4)

After he has failed in each attempt to express his
gratitude to God by building a cathedral, painting a
fine picture, or making beautiful music, Brother Alonzo
finds that his own goodness and kindness show his grati
tude best of all.

Hays, Wilma Pitchford.
The Story of Valentine. Coward-McCann, 1956.

0-5)
55 p.

Woven of the legends which surround Saint Valentine's
life, this is the story of his imprisonment for belief
in one God, his use of carrier pigeons to send messages
to his friends, his love for children, and his part in
curing the prison keeper's little girl of her blindness.
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Hogan, Inez.
Bear Twins. Dutton, 1935. unp.

Two little bears have some frightening and enlight
ening experiences when they disobey their mother and
wander into the forest.

~hI, Virginia.
Maxie. Scribner, 1956. ~np.

By doing his best and being resourceful, a "little,
gentle, and certainly not very fast" dachschund wins
the village dog contest for being "big and fierce and
fast. II

(1-3)
and the Girl Next Door.

Lindman, 113j.
Hicka , Ricka. and Dicka

(1-3)
and the New Dotted Dresses.

(1-3)Lipkinq, William.
Chaga. Harcourt, 1955. unp.

~.fuen Chaga, the elephant-king of the jungle, ate
the magic grass that shrank him to rabbit-sizer he
learned what it is lito be small in a big world I and
thereafter treated the small creatures of the jungle
with more consideration.

McGinley, Phyllis. (1-3)
The Plain Princess. Lippincott, 1945. 62 p.

After she learned the secret of unselfishness and
outgoingness, a plain little princess b~came as pretty
as can be.
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Petersham, l~ud and PJ.ska.
The Boy Who Had 1<:> Heart. Y"cmi.llan, 1955.

(1-3)
unp.

but
Johnny lS"rns tMt Mp"y hearts
are attained through sharing.

cannot be bought

(2-5)Politi, Leo.
~ission Bell. Scribner, 1953. unp.

The story of Father Junipero Serra, the lame Fran
ciscan friar, whose faith in God and love for mankind
took him from .'fexico to the coastal deserts of Califor
nia, where he established missions among the Indians.

Politi, Leo.
Saint Francis and the Animals.

(1-3)
Scribner, 1959. unp.

Simple text and pictures reminiscent of the Italian
countryside are used in this story of Saint Francis, his
sermon to the birds, and his love and kindness toward
animals .

.,
lfStuart, Jesse.

A Penny's Uorth of Character.
1954. 61 p.

(3-6)
lVhittlesey House,

(6-9)

Shan, a Kentucky !-buntain Boy, learns a lesson in
honesty when he knowingly sells a torn paper bag along
with some good ones and DUst make a long, hot trip back
to the valley to rectify matters.

Grades 4-6

Religious understanding

Ansley, DeliRht.
The Good 101ays. 1la1e, 1950. 214 p.

An objectively written introduction to the great re
ligions of the world, their origin snd history, and the
most significant points of their belief and teaching.

BarnMrt, Nancy. (4-7)
The Lord Is ~~ She"herd. Scribner, 1949. 263 p.

Selected for their central thece of God's nearness
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and care, these seventeen stories from both Old and New
Testaments retain nuch of the language of the King James
Version from which they are drawn and are illustrated
with drawings made by the author in the Holy Land.

Bowie, Walter R.
Bible Story for Bo~s and Girls:

(5-8)
New Testament.

Written in the language of today, this book includes
in continuol~s narrative form the story of Jesus and his
followers. Illustrated with black and white draWings
and colored plates. Bible Story for Boys and Girls:
~ld Testament (Abingdon, 1952) treats stories of the Old
Testament in a similar manner.

"anchiotti, l:argherita. (4-6)
Stortes from the Bible. walck, 1957. 240 p.

~ar.atic and i~ginative retelling of 37 stories
from the Old and .ew Testament. List of Bible references
~rom which the stories are drawn is appended.

't"irst Bible.
Illustrated by Helen
by Jean rlest l:aury.

(4-8)
Sewell, selected and arranged
O~'ord, 1934. 109 p.

~~in incidents in the life of Jesus and some of the
more interesting and inspirational Old Testament stories
are related in the words· of the King James Version with
appropriate black and white illustrations.

r.itch J Florence.
Allah, the God of Islam. Lothrop, 1950.

(6-9)
144 p.

~~slem life J worship, social structure, culture, and
arts are described by means of simple text and excellent
photographic illustrations.

~itch, ~lorence.

OZZ God: the Ways ~':e Worshi:> Him.
1 p.

(6-9)
Lothrop, 1944.

Clear, forthright, authentic, and approved inter
nretation o~ the beliefs and ceremonials of the three
mjor organized reli£ions of ."-.IaeX'ica J illustrated with
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photographs of immediate interest even to children too
you.o£: to understand all the text.

Fitch, Florence. (6-9)
Their Search for C~d. Lothrop, 1947. 160 p.

riO introductory study to religions of the Orient
with photographs which will interest readers even below
the specified grade level.

Go~dspeed, Sdgar J., ed.
The Jl1nior Bible. ::aemi11an, 1')35. 282 p.

(5-7)

r.arniliar stories ~rom Old and ~ew Testaments, each
precaced by six or eight lines o~ author conrnentary to
place the story and provide background. Old and ~'ew

Testament lands appear in caps on end papers. Based on
the ~rican Translation 0= the Bible.

Gtorynne, John H.
Rainbrnv Book 0& Bible Stories. World, 1956.

(4-9)
319 p.

(6-9)

(4-8)

(611p)

r1J.ch of the languace of the Bible has been retained
in this collection of ~avorite stories from the Old and
Ne'IN Testaments.

Hc:lrtm::m, Gertrude.
In Bible Days. l""emi11an, 1948. 189 p.

Dignified, objective retelling of stories from the
:ld and New Testaments, chronoloeically arranged with
comcentary and interpretation by the author.

Jones, Jessie Jrton.
r.:any llBnsions. Viking, 1947. 134 p.

Scriptural passabes from the ~ld and ~-le"i" Testament
arranged in poetic form and accompanied by author inter
pretation. Symbolic illustrat ons in blues and black.

-<in::;;, l''arion.
Portr.ait of Jesus. Li?pincott, 1956. 60 p.

E\111-page black and \,;hite reproductions of the
paintin&s and engravi~bs OC well-known artists represent

http://Sertru.de
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important events in the life of Jesus. ~'\ccompanying each
rpproduction is a descriptiv~ note about the picture and
artist ,J,nd an appropriate script'JIe passage. AV3ilable
in catholic and Protestant editions.

(Sup)
edition.The l';orld's Great Reli§"iOns. Young People' 5

Simon and Schuster, !q 8. 192 p.

~actual presentation of the history, philosophies,
rit'Jals, and some of the reli&ious writines of the major
living religions of the world; illustrated with color
photoersohs and art reproductions; and based on a series
of articles and pictures that originally appeared in
LiFe :::aeaz1ne.

Life.

: 'eyer , ?dith P.
5ible Stories ~or Youn~ Readers.
22" p.

(4-8)
Hbingdon, 1958.

Simplified retelling OC stories from Old and lew
Testaments with ~ny quotations from the ~evised Stan
dard Version. Follows the Sible reference closely. 11
lustr~tions are line and wash drawings which make Bib
lical characters look as real as people of today.

(6-9)Shi?pen, ~therine B.
I·oses. Harper, 1949. 132 p.

The tI8n who led the Hebrew people from slavery into
freedom is dramatically pictured in this biography.

Smither, Ethel.
A Pictu.re Book of Palestine. Abingdon, 1947.

(5-7)
63 p.

how
Factual text and accompanying illustrations
people of Bible times lived and worked.

show

Terrien, Samuel Lucien. (6-9)
Lands of the Bible. Simon and Schuster, 1957. 97 p.

l1.ccompanying the text o~ thi.s cornined atlas and
picture history 0 Palestine, Egypt and the r:tddle East,
are many maps, paintinzs, and color photoeraphs in an
arran~ement which ~ollows the order of the Jld and New
Testaments.
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#erner, Elsa Jane.
The Golden Bible: Old Testament.
1946. 124 p.

(4-7)
Sinon & Schuster,

(4-6)
Lothrop, 1958 •

tuch of the flavor of the original has been retained
in the simplified vocabulary and phrasing of these
stories from the Old Testament. Gayly colored pictures
break up the large pages of print and dramatize the
text. The Q>lden Bible: ~e.... Testament (Sinon & Schus
ter, 1953) covers the ~ew Testament in similar format
and treatment.

Yates, Elizabeth. (6-9)
Your Prayers and !:i.ne. Houe;hton, 1954. 64 p.

Illuminated letters reminiscent of a medieval manu
script decorate each page o~ this pocket-size book of
prayers that transcend the limitations of time, space,
and creed to reflect the thoughts and needs which men
have held in connon throu£h the ages.

V31ues

:armer, Carl, ed.
.-\ Cavalcade of Young ....mericans.
300 p.

These true tales, by various writers qualified in
their field, featUre nmerican young people of age 15 or
under who acted with wisdom and courage in time of their
country's need.

Ceder. Georgiana D. (4-5)
Ethan the Shepherd Boy. Abinedon, 1948. 95 p.

~n orphaned shepherd lad experiences the jay of giv
ing when he brings his most precious possession to the
Ki.ng of Kings.

::Orrmager, Henry S. (6-9)
America's Robert E. Lee. Houghton, 1951. 111 p.

A beautifully illustrated 2tory of the character
and genius of the ereat Confederate general and the de
cisi.on he was forced to make beo-Jeen loyalty to the
country he served and love for his native state.
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Farjeon, Eleanor.
Ten Saints. Oxford, 1936. 124 p.

rlvailable in both Protestant and Catholic editions,
these are stories of the lives of well-known saints who
lived between the third and thirteenth centuries.

Foster, Gennevieve.
Abraham Lincoln; an Initial Bioeraphy.
1950. 111 p.

(4-6)
Scribner,

Inspiring and human portrayal of Lincoln's life
which brings into focus the qualities which helped him
achieve lasting gr98tness.

=~ster, Gennevieve.
Georee Hashineton; an Initial Bioeraphy.
1949. 93 p.

(4-6)
Scribner,

This brief, historically authentic biography spans
the entire life of Washington and shows 1n double page
illustrations the different periods of a life dedicated
to his country's service. ~

Graham, Shirley and Lipscomb.
Dr. GeorEe Washio"ton Carver, Scientist.
1944. 2 8 p.

(6-9)
l-'-essner,

Poverty, poor health, and alnost insuruountable so
cial barriers did not prevent Dr. George Washington
Carver from becoming one of the world's greatest scien
tists.

A simo1er biography for lower reading level is The
Story of George Washington Carver (Grosset, 1954) bY-
Arna Bontemps.

Holland, Janice.
The Apprentice and the Prize.

(4-6)
Vanguard, 1958. 48 p.

:arlo did not win the prize for creating the best
statue of St. ~rancis but he learned that there are re
wards which can not be measured in ducats.

Jewett, Sophie.
God's Troubadour:
,sslsia Crowell,

the Story of Saint Francis
1957. 115 p.

(6_9)
of
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Reproductions of Giotto frescoes illustrate this new
edition of the dedicated life of Saint Francis.

Judson, Clara.
City Nei§hbor; the Story of Jane
1951. lOp.

ddams.
(6_8)

Scribner,

(4-6)

Based upon writings by and about Miss Addams and
upon the author's personal acquaintance with her, this
is the story of the great American who worked tirelessly
to alleviate the ignorance and poverty allJ:mg imnigrant
people in the slum area of ChicaSO'

l<ltham, Jean Lee. (6-9)
Carry on ~~. Bowditch. Houghton, 1955. 251 p.

This inspiring biography of the sel f-educated nsthe
mBtician and sailor who wrote what has become the stan
dard text on navigation is a character study in persev
erance and courage.

l<lu, Josephine S. (4-6)
Beepst:' Bov of Galilee. ~1.bingdon, 1946. 192 p.

faith is an important ingredient of this story
about Caleb, son of Blin~ Sartimaeus of Jericho, and
the miracle which restored his father's sight.

Leaf, 11J.nro.
Let's Do Setter. Lippincott, 1945. 80 p.

Simply and clearly represented are the concepts
basic to democracy and the implications those concepts
have for day-to-day living of each individual.

Lillie, Amy lbrris.
Nathan, Boy of Capernaum.

(5-7)
Dutton, 1945. 192 p.

Through the eyes of Nathan who gave Jesus the
with which the tD..11titudes were fed, the 11aster is
vea led as HE. might have seemed to the children of
time.

rac :<ellar, Willim'n.
~ee Joseph. ~cCraw, 1957. 76 p.

food
re
His

(4_6)
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When Davie prays earnestly for a lIsrm ll miracle" to
save the life of Wee Joseph, his tiny mongrel puppy, he
learns that it may be easier to pray for ~racles than
to accept them when they happen. A problem involving
a lack of parent-child understanding reaches a happy so
lution in the course of the story.

Xc ~eer, ~.ay and Ward, Lynd.
America I s braham Lincoln. Houghton, 1957.

(5-8)
119 p.

(4-8)

Simplicity and dignity are conspicuous in this
richly illustrated biography of the man who "embodies
the spirit of freedom and of the democracy that was
meant to be 0& the people, by the people, and for the
peoplp':. l1

t:c l'~eer J ~~y and Hard, Lynd.
hrrned with Courare. ~bingdon, 1957. 112 p.

The real meaninc: of service to humnity is defined
io these biographies of seven ?eople who fought against
poverty, ienorance, disease and prejudice with a deter
mined courage and self-sacri~ice that made their crusades
success:ul. ViVidly presented are the deeds and achieve
ments of Florence :-.rightingale, To'c:ither Damien, George
Washington Carver, Jane Addams, Wilfred Grenfell, to"'.ahatma
Gandhi, and rllbert Schweitzer.

.c Neer, May and ward,
I'.artin Luther.

Lynd.
Abingdon, 1953. 95 p.

(6-9)

Brief, stirring, superbly illustrated story of the
courage, faith, and forces which shaped the life and
achievements of the exeat reformer a

(6-9)l~c Neer, ?-1ay and Ward, Lynd.
John Wesley. Abingdon, 1951. 95 p.

Authentic, vividly illustrated biography of the
lish clergymen who founded ?-~thodism and supported,
living, tne faith he professed.

Eng
in

t-~nton, Jo.
The Star! of Albert Sclnveitzer.

(6-9)
hbelard-Schunan,

Inspiring introduction to the life and accomplishments
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of the rran who turned his back on material
that he might alleviate pain and suffering
?Brt 01: the world where help never came.

success so
in a ren:ote

t:enotti, Ciao-Carlo.
Hrnehl and the ~ipht Visitors. l£Graw, 1952.

(5up)
86 p.

t\ crippled shepherd boy, visited by the wise men on
their way to Bethlehem, sends to the Christ Child his
most l'reciOus possession--his crutch--and receives in
its p ~ce the priceless gift of healine.

?..ankin, LDuise.
::>auc>hter 0; the lDuntains. VikinG, 1948.

(5-8)
191 p.

raith in her Go sustains a soall tirl in 3 perilous
search ~or her dog alone the Great Trade Route froc
7ibet to Caleutta--a search which ends in reunion 1;vith
her pet and SOOd fortune ~or her &amily.

Sauer J Ju.lia L. (4-6)
The Liehe ~t Tern ~ck. VilCLng, 1951. 62 p.

~nnie bitterly resents being forced to spend Christ
mas tendine the light at Tern ~ck until he d1scovers
that "Christmas 1s something in your heart. II

(4-6)Spyri, Johanna.
Heidi. Scribner, 1958. 380 p.

From her deep and abiding faith in God, lonely little
Heidi draws strength and hope to win the acceptance of
those she loves.

Films

~ Lesson for Beginners.
1953. 11 minutes, sound, black and white.

Grades 1-3

UThe Golden P~le:
Coronet,

The Colden Rule is presented as a precept common to
th~ ereat religions 0= the world and translated for
children through its ap?lication to typical real life
sitlL1tions.
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Grades 4-6

Cpod spQ~smaoshif.
ranet, 950. 10 minutes, sound, black and white.

The Tules of good sportsrranship are demonstrated
aod related to all phases of everyday living through a
sequence of real life situations involving boys and
girls.

T:'ilmstrips

Grades 1-3

Cae :~nd o~ ~rovpry.

I:.ncyclopaedia 3ritannica 7ilns 1956. 47 frames,
silent with ca~ti~nsJ color. tCuidance Stories series)

~"'l.~ter he brea~<s the neighbor's window, George finds
out ho\1 nuch cO'.,1rage it ta:<es to admit his wrongdoing as
well as how rruch better the adr.u.ssion m1~':eS' him feel.

Jise :\.ec::>rdings

Grades 1-3

33ible

Sixteen stories from the Old Testament come alive
in ballads which employ llspiritual" and American folk
music :~rms Bnd which appear in print on the record al
bum. Separate story t~tt and bright ~jankovsky illus
trations complement the album.

,.
IfChar ckendoo s e.

l2-inch. 78 rpm. Decca, CU 103.
S~ng by Ray Bolger.

There is a lesson for democracy in this story of. the
:hurckendoose, combination chicken, turkey, duck, and
goose, who was rejected by the other barnyRrd fowls be
cause he was different. ~'i.fter he saves their lives the
other fowls appreciate the :hurke~doose's difference and
aerec that, after all, ~'it all depends on how you look
at things. il
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#The Earle and the Tht~sh.
'-inch. 45 rpm. Children's Record Guild, 5024.
10-inch. 78 rpm. Children's Record Guild, 5024.
f1ritten and told by Algernon Black.

After all other attempts have failed, the mighty
eagle and the tiny thrush nestling in his feathers com
bine their efforts to bring music to the earth for all
to hear and use.

The Little Engine the Could.
12-inch. 33 173 rpm. RCA Victor, LEY-1008.
:''!arrated by Paul \ling.

The little blue engine l~pt right on trying until
she managed to pull the train load of toys over the
rrountain.

#The Littlest rtneel.
12-inch. 331/3 rpm. Decca.Recording.
Narrated by Loretta Young.

In this beloved 8hristmas story, the lowly gift of
littlest angel becomes the shining star of Bethlehem.

#The Selfish Giant.
12-inch. 78 rpm. Decca, CU-116.
Narrated by Frederic ~~rch.

Spring and beauty return to the garden of the sel
fish giant after he takes down the wall and lets the
children play there. The death of the giant at the end0= the story leaves with the listener a lesson for living.

Grades 4-6

Tales from the Great Book: Volume II. "Joseph, II as told by
Brian Aherne; IfAbraham, II as told by Ronald Reagan.
12-inch. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor, LBY-1029.

This a~ceptionally fine narration of two favorite
Bible stories closely follows the basic text, with some
simplification and condensation to make the stories more
readily understood and' to supply continuity.

Volume I of this series contains the story of Yoses,
as told by Joseph Cotten; and af Joshua, as told by
Robert Preston.



CHAPT~ III

,,~LYSIS OF LIBRARY :'"TJ;1UALS FOR CHILIREN RELATED TO

THEIR SOCIAL STUDr..s LEA.'l..'U:<GS IN THE ARE.!; OF

PERS:J:{,U. A:;D SaCLJ. :JEllELOPllENT

In the compilation of the foregoing list of library

materials for reinforcing drea I o~ the new elementary social

studies plan for Florida schools, a nunber of facts became

ap?2rent concerning children's ~terials related to personal

and social development. These findings are grouped below

according to the strands of the social studies program to

which they are related.

Yaterials related to children's learnings about themselves

Although the questions, concerns, problems, and in

terests of children indicate needs, there are few library

materials which help children to understand why they act as

they do. Reasons for and the significance of individual

differences are also important in children's social learnings

about themselves. Library materials usually go little far

ther than to point up these differences.

The theme of courage recurred frequently in books

being evaluated for this strand of the social studies program.

The themes of winning acceptance t overcoming rejection, and

122
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surmounting obstacles were also prominent.

Good instructional films and fil~trips related to

children's social learnings about themselves seem to be more

numerous for grades 4-6 than for primary grades. Disc re

cordings, on the other hand, are almost completely lacking

for grades 4-6 but are fairly well represented at primary

grade level.

Materials related to childrenlg learnings about their families

'While there were many suitable materials related to

this aspect of the social studies program, only two books

reckoned with the specific problems created by the mother's

working away from home. Neither of these books was for pri

mary age children.

The problem of divorce and the complications 1n

family relationships resultant from it were completely ab

sent in the children's materials evaluated. Death and the

problems which it brings into family relationships fi~re

prominently in printed materials for intermediate grade chil

dren but less conspicuously in materials for primary grade

children.

The welter of family relationships involved in family

trees is confusing to children even when those relationships

are uncomplicated by death, remarriage, and divorce. A

Single book~s found which would help to solve this puzzle

for children.

While printed materials at primary level adequately
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cover sex education, there is a deficiency of material on

the subject for intermediate grade children to read and in

terpret for themselves. Some of the materials for a higher

grade level have suitable vocabulary but too advanced con

tent for this grade span. Other tmterials are specifically

designed for intermediate grade children to read with their

parents.

Although children in the same family frequently re

sort to physical means of settling their disputes, such

realism found its way into few of the materials examined

for this bibliography.

With the exception of a few filmstrips for grades

1-3, suitable A-V materials for reinforcing this strand are

limited in nllDlber. t'.any of those available are of a reli

gious nature and include subject matter which sometimes pre

cludes their use for instructional purposes. Others are un

true to life, stilted, or lacking in teaching value and can

not be recommended.

t-'..aterials about age-mate relationships

Library resources related to this strand of social

learning seem reasonably adequate in terms of printed ma

terials, but are decidedly meager in other media. There are

a few good filmstrips for primary grades, however, which

help to clarify and solve problems dealing with peer rela

tionships. A few materials listed under other categories

deal also with age-mate relationships and may be identified
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there.

Materials about schools

M:>st of the materials which fall into this category

are school stories and are mJre numerous for primary than

for intermediate grades. EXcept for a very few filmstrips,

there seem to be no library materials dealing with the his

tory, organization, operation, or financing of schools. Sev

eral films were evaluated for this strand of the social

studies program and proved to be didactic, artificial, and

stilted. Only one disc recording was available for evalua

tion. (~laterials concerned with school safety appear under

"health and safety" in the bibliography.)

Materials about health and safety

Despite their meager supply, there are some excel

lent printed materials to strengthen this strand of the

social studies program. A few of those available could he

improved by the addition of a table of contents, continuous

paging, and adequate indexing. There are lIOre films and

filmstrips related to this strand than to any other 1n the

area of personal and social development and a large percent

age of them are excellent. Recordings for primary grades

are reasonably well represented in this area but are lack

ing for grades 4-6.

Haterials about recreation and leisure time

Although few books on organized play activities,
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handicrafts and arts have been included in this part of the

bibliography, there is a wealth of printed materials suitable

for supporting this strand of the social studies program.

Especially is this true of infort'l:etiona 1 books. However,

with the exception of a few on boating, there is a notice

able lack of books to satisfy the interest of Florida children

in the various water sports. Materials in other media, re

lated to recreational and leisure time activities were not

available for evaluation; a check of the selection aids used

shows a limited number of A-V materials for children in this

partic~lar field.

Materials about noral and spiritual values

The number of devotional and Bible story books has

been increasing so rapidly that it 1s difficult to choose

am:mg them. Yet there is need for materials which convey

religious understanding about death, eternity, etc., without

being controversial, if such materials are possible of pro-,
duct ion. Books which emphasize moral values are relatively

easy to find, since books in almst every category of per

sonal and social development contain such emphasis. However

comparatively few of these bring out the important under-

standings that:

a) Good and bad may be relative, depending on the place
and the time. The line between good and bad is not
itmOvable.

b) Right does not always tril1lllph inmediately and in ob
vious ways.
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c) Choices must sometimes be made between two things
thst seem equally good. Values must be weighed.

A-V materials related to moral and spiritual values

are much less plentiful than printed materials. "any films

and filmstrips which would otherwise be excellent tools,

have been religiously sponsored or produced and contain con

troversial material which precludes their use in the class

room. Disc recordings are rather more numerous for this

strand than for other strands of the social studies program.

~~terials in general

Books are by far the nost abundant of the library re

sources for children related to their social studies learn

ings 1n the area of personal and social development. Infonra

tional books seem to be increasing in number and their ref

erence qualities as well as their format are steadily im

prOVing.. _ few authors still fail to recognize the value

of a table of contents and a gpod index for making their

books adequate instructional tools.

Films and filmstrips appear to be more limited in

number for Area I of the social studies program, concerned

with peI:sonal and social development, than for Area II, con

cerned with expanding life-space in society. For only one

strand of Area I (the strand related to health and safety)

is there an abundance of films and filmstrips available.

Disc recordings were the least numerous and the mst

difficult to identify of the library resources evaluated.
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Those available for the area of personal and social develop

tnent are nsinly for primary grades and are limited in their

scope to only a few of the strands of social learning.



SmK\RY AND RECOIt1ENIII\TIONS

It>tivated by the need for a bibliography of library

materials to accompany the new social studies curriculum

guide for Florida elementary schools, the writer has under

taken to compile a graded, annotated list of library materials

in the area of personal and social development, worthy of

recommendation to teachers of elementary social studies in

Florida schools. In connection with the development of the

list an analysis has been aade of materials evaluated to de

termine their adequacy and to discover where there is need

for 1D9terials to implement the social studies program.

Included in the Introduction of the paper is an out

line of the social studies education plan which will appear

in the forth-COming social studies curriculum bulletin. Fol

lowing the outline 1s a statement of the purpose and procedure

for this study which ha s been made 1n connection with Area I

of the plan.

Chapter I of the paper, drawn from books and articles

concerning social education and the teaching of social studies

in the school and from the Preliminary Report of the Central

Planning Committee Revising the Elementary Social Studies

Guide, defines the meaning and general objectives of the so

cial studies and briefly traces their development in the

129
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elementary school curriculum down to the organization of ex..

isting socisl stlldies programs in Florida. Problems which

Florida IS new approach to social studies education will cre

ate for elementary school teachers and librarians are pro

jected, especially as those problems are pertinent to the

sllbject of this paper.

The graded, annotated bibliography of library llSter

tals includes books, films, filmstrips, and disc recordings

related to the seven strands of "continuing, changing, and

vital needs and interests of children ll outlined under Area I

of the social studies plan. These materials were identified

in current major selection aids, evaluated 1n terms of es

tablished criteria for selection of children's materials,

and inclllded in the bibliography on the basis of their abil

ity to meet the criteria and their relevance to a particular

interest strand of the social studies program. NUmerous

tape recordings were identified but were not available for

evaluation~ A list of these tape recordings has been in

clllded in Appendix I of this paper.

The resources of the Florida State University Library

School Materials Center, the Florida State University Film

Library, the Florida State University Demonstration School

Materials Center, and the Florida Department of Education

CUrriclllwn Library were lltilized in making this Stlldy. Film

strips and disc recordings were ordered through the Depart

ment of Education Curriculum Library to supplement materials
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at the resource centers named above. The identification of

children's records necessitated the use of commercial cata

logs because the listings in Children's Record Reviews and

in Literature and Music as Resources for the Social Studies

were insufficient for purposes of the study. The problem

of identifying and securing recordings for evaluation was

complicated by the fact that many catalogs merely list and

do not annotate recordings. This is true of Schwann's Long

Playing Record catalog and Phonolog J the most comprehensive

lists of currently available disc recordings.

The analysis at the conclusion of the graded, anno

tated bibliography indicates the areas in which there appears

to be a paucity of m3terials suitable for implementing the

new social studies plan 1n Florida schools. Following the

su.mnary are appendices containing a suggested list of tape

recordings and a sampling of children's statements drawn from

the Preliminary Report of the Central Planning Comnittee and

used to some extent in the identification, classification,

and appraisal of library materials.

In concluding this study several recommendations are

pertinent relative to library materials for children in the

area of personal and social development. They are sumnarlzed

below.

fure informational materials are needed to help chil

dren in their important task of self-understanding. Children

need to know what makes them feel and behave as they do if
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they are to correct unacceptable behavior and learn to "be

themselves" in socially approved ways. Connected with this

task of self-understanding is an intelligent attitude toward

individual differences. Library materials can and should do

more than emphasize the existence of individual differences-

they should lead children to explore and extend their capa

bilities as well as to discover and accept their limitations;

they should help children to respect and appreciate the dif

ferences of others.

Not only to provide a true picture of vari6us pat

terns of family living~ but also to give insight into

problems and complications related to these patterns, library

materials for children should recognize that nsny DDthers

are employed away from home. Because so many family rela

tionships are now being disrupted by divorce, materials

which deal with this problem oould be helpful to children ad

justing to the painful situations it creates in family rela

tionships. Materials which meet the problem squarely would

also answel: the questions of IIDl:e fortunate children who are

trying to sort out the tangled family relationships they

see around them. Although one good book is already avail

able on the subject, more materials should be produced which

explain kinship roles and relationships so confusing to

young children. There is evident need for A-V materials to

support children's social learnings about their families.

Because the children in school today will be supporting
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the schools tomorrow. the social studies program is shirking

its responsibility if it does not cultivate an understanding

and appreciation of our educational system... While library

I resources are available which emphasize the value of educa

tion generally, there should be produced informational IIS

terials about the beginnings. organization. operation, and

financing of schools, so simply and attractively presented

that children can and will grow up with an intelligent atti

tude toward their education and the schools which make it

possible.

There is a serious shortage of printed library ma

terials about health and safety at the present time. Many

of those available lack the reference characteristics which

would make them good instructional tools. Until this situa

tion improves it 1s reconmended that teachers lean heavily

on the excellent films and filmstrips now available to cover

alDDst every phase of health and safety.

Printed materials about leisure time and recreational

activities are steadily becoming more numerous, varied, and

attractive. Those in the bibliography should be supplemented

by the excellent materials available in the fields of useful

arts, fine arts, and physical education. An effort should

be made to secure the production of informational neterials

which deal with water sports appropriate for Florida locale

and which are presented at the level of understanding and

interest of elementary school children. The exploration of
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Florida's swamplands is becoming an exciting recreational

pursuit; Florida children should have materiala which satisfy

their interests and questions on the subject. A-V materials

1n every media are needed for this phase of the social

studies program--materials tailored to the needs of elemen

tary children.

While nay excellent oooks dealing 1n lIDral and

spiritual values are now available Bnd great OWIt>ers of them

are being produced, there will continue to be need for all

types of library resources which broaden the base of under

standing on which these values are founded. From such under

standing alone can come the knowledge of what is good, and

right, and best. If it were possible to produce them, there

is felt need for materials to satisfy children's questions

about death and eternity without provoking controversy. Un

til that need is met, the wide variety of good DJ3terials

available, if placed at the disposal of children, may help

them work out their answers to these questions.

Because there is a dearth of disc recordings for

children to fill instructional needs in the area of personal

and social development, it is recommended that teachers be

come aware of and use suitable tape recordings to further

strengthen this area of the social studies program.

The use of library resources as instructional mater

ials places a high premium not only upon their quality of

content but upon their format. In ordering treterials it
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should be remembered that durability insures lasting wear as

well as lasting attractiveness. Both are essential qualities

for instructional materials.. It is recoumended that books

be secured 1n library editions or prebound if necessary, ao~

that they be displayed in the most attractive, enticing man_

ner possible.

In addition to the inadequacies in library materials

which it has revealed, this study should give evidence of

the vast array of instructional materials available for sup

porting and enriching social studies instruction in Florida

schools. The task of identifying and sorting out these tm

tezoials is truly iumense.. It could be lightened by the pro

duction of selection aids for A-V materials comparable to

those now in use for selection of books ..

The success of Florida 1 s new approach to organizing

social studies programs will depend to some degree upon the

adequacy of the library materials by which those programs

can be supported. To an even greater degree its success will

depend upon the knowledge teachers have of these materials

and upon their ability to use them wisely as they teach. In

a world as chaotic Bnd uncertain as the world of today, com

petence in hl1ln3o relationships is perhaps n:ore fundamental,

trore vital than ever before. Providing the resources for

helping children achieve this competence is a challenge

worthy of the best efforts of producers, librarians, and

teachers.



APPENDIX I

SUGGESTED LIS! OF TAPE RECORDINGS FOR J;.VAUJATION

AND POSSIBLE USE

(Annota tion. ta ken from the
National Tape Recording Catalog
and Supplement. Items for
which no annotation is given
were listed without annotation
in the catalog.)
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Record1n~s Related to
of C 11dren about

the Social
Themselves

Learnings

Elaine,

Grades 1-3

Who Couldn't Remember.
code no. L 117, 15 min.

Elaine is a very young elephant who simply can 't re
member the things her rother asks her to do. The story
relates many reasons for her uother's worrying about
Elaine's forgetfulness. And, as her roother says, "Elaine,
an elephant NEVER forgets~1I But finally the other ani
mals think of a way to help Ela1.ne remember ••. and she
never forgets again.

'Little Frisky Four-~es.
Stories in t e Wind, code no. L 158, 14 1/2 min.

Encouragement for the child who is different. How a
wire-haired terrier overcame th~ problem of wearing
glasses.

Perky Parakeet's Pet Bov.
Stories in the Wind, code no. L 162, 14 1/2 min.

When the tables are turned, Billy learns that owning
pets means responsibility for their welfare as well 8S
fun ..

Prince Fa iryfoot.
Old Tales and New, 1950-1951, code no. L 152, 15 min.

In the land of Stwnpingmane, the people have large
feet. In fact, the larger the feet the more exalted the
person. When the king and queen's seventh child is
born, the whole kingdom is shocked to learn that the
young prince has exceedingly smll feet. In time, the
boy becomes known as Prince Fairyfoot. Later, when the
people of Stumplngmane see how well Prince Falryfoot has
learned to dance, they welcome him back, though his feet
are smaller than theirs. The basic idea of this program
is that people with differences can live together in har
=ny•

Ulndicates that the item falls into two grade level
categories: IIGrades 1_311 and also "Grades 4_6. 11
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1950-1951, code no. L 148, 15 min.

An adaptation of the old fairy tale. This program
points out that merely saying III forgot" does not repair
the damage. Secondly, a ctions hastily and angrily made
are often regretted.

nnuthy Timid and the Black Velvet Dark.
Stories in the Wind, code no. L 166, 14 1/2 min.

A child who is afraid of the dark finds how pleasant
the night-time can be.

Grades 4-6

The Octo~.
Od Tales and New, code no. L 192, 15 min.

The father and tIOther of this octopus family were
ca lled Octopa and Octoma. Their son they ca lled Octopoo.
Octopoo jLlSt coLlldn't learn to feed himself withoLlt
tangling all his arms into a knot. Just when his par
ents were about to give up, Octopoo proved he was an a1
DX>st-grown-up Octopus in the IIDst exciting way possible.
He saved his mother from the dreaded Eel~

Shy Molly Joins the FLln.
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 27, 15 min.

The stranfest Lighthouse in the World.
o d Tales and New, code no. L 201, 15 min.

When I-Spy t the youngest lighthouse, began to ta lk,
his voice sOLlnded high and ringing and not at all like
a foghorn. Try as hard as he can, I-Spy cannot change
his voice, Bnd so he is assigned to guard a remote spot
on the coast where only three ships pass each week.
This story tells what I-Spy did in a terrible storm when
one of the ships was passing. and it tells, too, what
the sailors felt about I-Spy and his voice.

Understanding Ourselves and Others.
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 26, 15 min.
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Tape Social Learnings
Families

Grades 1-3

the Pug-Nosed Dragon.
Stories in the Wind, code no. L 159, 14 1/2 min.

A story especially designed for boys and girls who
resent a new baby in the family.

IJPushka •

Tape Recordings Related to the Social Learnings
of Children about Their Age-Mates

Grades 1-3

#Anthony Antelope Stubs His Toe.
14 1/2 min.

too
A group of animal children find
valuable to be spoiled by petty

that friendship is
quarrels.

IJThe Giant Slingshot of Dr. Pokey.
Stories in the Wind, code no. L 164, 14 1/2 min.

A story showing that bullies are often cowards under
the surface.

#Yankee Ibodlebug and the Aw-That's-Nothin ' .
Stories in the Wind, code no. L 157, 14 1/2 min.

A story dedicated to the proposition that belittling
the possessions and accomplishments of others is no way
to make friends when you nove to a new comrunity.

Grades 4-6

It Happened on a Forest Path.
Old Tales and New, code no. L 200, 15 ~n.

This is a story of two giants and two trolls who ac
cidentally meet on a path in the woods. Neither the
trolls nor the giants can continue on their way since
they block each other's path. All four sit down to
figure out a solution. fter advice from a little boy,
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the trolls step to one side, as do the giants, and pro
ceed on their way in an orderly fashion.

Friendliness for All.
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 31, 15 min.

Tape

Grades 1-3

ilThe Boy Who Didn't Like SchooL
Stories Are for Fun, code no. L 242, 15 min.

ilOur Schools.
Our Honderful World, code no. L 251, 15 min.

Petunia, the Silly Goose.
Stories Are for Fun, code no. L 241, 15 min.

Tape Recordings Related
of Children about

to the Social Learnings
Health and Safety

Grades 1-3

HOur Helper in Safety.
Our Wonderful World, code no. L 261, 15 min.

Grades 4-6

HE 23, 15 min.code no.
Out.

Tuneup in Reale ,
Check-Out Before You Gaw:

COImUnication Center • ~ . Care of Ears.
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 42, 15 min.

If the Shoe Fits • • • Foot Care.
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 43, 15 min.

One Joke Too }I.ny ••• Practical Jokers.
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 25, 15 min.
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One Pair Each ••• Healthy Eves.
Tuneup in Health) code no. HE 41, 15 min.

Play sa fe at School.
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 20, 15 min.

Safety

Safety

Begins a t Home.
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 22, 15 min.

code no. HE 21, 15 min.

To Be or Not To Be Imrunized.
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 34, 15 min.

,,'hat Causes That caviii?
code no. HE 40, 15 min.

Values of Exercise.
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 44, 15 min.

Tape Recordin~s Related to the Social
of hIldien about floral and

Spiritual Values

Learnings

Andy and the Lion:
Stories Are

Grades 1-3

ruches s Ba kes a Ca ke.
for Fun, code no. L 237 J 15 min.

#The Big Red Rose of Mrs. MDse.
Stories in the Wind, code no. L 167, 14 1/2 min.

Pepper Parker finds that kindness and generosity
lU3ke happiness grow.

#The Selfish Giant.
Stories Are for Fun, code no. L 233, 15 min.
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The Three Billy Goats Gruff.
Old Tales and New. 1950-1951. code no. L 143. 15 min.

This is an adaptation of the famous old NOrwegian
fairy tale. This program is intended to show the chil
dren that greediness is never rewarded.

The Wolf and Red Riding Hood.
Old Tales and New. 1950-1951. code no. L 144. 15 min.

This is the old. familiar story of Red Riding Hood
told, however, from the wolf's point of view. Using
this re-working of a familiar story, the teacher can
point out that most of the things or people we dislike
have something in their favor, a s had Red Riding Hood IS
wolf, that we must be careful in our condemnation, and
give both sides a fair hearing before ttaking a decision.

Grades 4-6

Edith Cavell:
Heroes

IIpatriotism Is N:Jt Enough. II
for Our Time, code no. 58 440, 15 min.

Jesse lazear:
Heroes

To Die That Others Mw Live.
for Our Time, code no. 439, 15 min.

John's Big Decision.
Old Tales and New, code no. L 207, 15 min.

John, a young boy who lived in the early days of the
State (Minnesota), wanted a pony rrore than anything else
1n the lrorld. On his way to a farm to earn some m::mey,
John has to decide whether to go on or to help an in
jured Indian boy.

Ma king the Bes t 0 f Thin..8§..
Tuneup in Health, code no. HE 28, 15 min.

Winifred Witch and Ungrateful Grace.
Old Tales and New, code no. L 195, 15 min.

Winnifred Witch is a Halloween Witch with very defi
nite opinions about nost things. He is mst upset about
Grace who doesn't like the beautiful costume her mother
made for her. vlinnifred can stand it 00 longer, and
takes Grace in hand to teach her gratitude.
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With Focus on the Family

The following are B few sample statements which il

lustrate children's questions, concerns, problems, and in

terests which have been categorized as With Focus on the

Family. The grade level from which each question came is

indicated by the number in parentheses.

--1 wish my nama dido't have to work so
see my good work. When I go home I
the neighbors till Daddy gets home.
just like to go home and sleep. (1)

--Hhy do fathers and IIOthers get married? (1)

--How corne Carol says she has two daddies? I only have one. (1)

--When our new baby comes he'll be the real baby, won't he?
Then the baby now will not be the baby just like I was
not the baby, after he came. (1)

--My daddy went to work today because he's well. (2)

--My father tells me I'm too little to do things. (2)

--Why do my brothers always beat me up? (2)

--My cousin aggravates me. I am going to fix a trap for him. (2)

--My IIOther wouldn't let me watch TV. (3)

--Our fa~ly fusses, and I wind up doing my brother's room. (3)

--Where do babies COme from? (3)

--Why can't I go overseas with my daddy? (4)

--I wish I had tIDre lOOney to spend at the carnival, but we're
going to have a new baby.. I wish babies didn't cost so
nuch. (4)

--My sister came from up north to visit .. (4)

--My father and nother smoke, and it worries me. (5)

--My little brother is driving me wild .. (5)
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--1 wish my mother wo~ldn't let my sister boss me. (5)

--It's all right for your u:other to love and pet you some,
but my mother babies me all the time. (6)

--Mother doesn't like my taste in clothes. (6)

--I couldn't finish my work cause my great-grandnother was
80 years old today. Boy, that is really old. (6)

Peer Relationships

The following are a few sample statements which il

lustrate children's questions, concerns, problems. and in

terests which have been categorized 8S Peer Relationships.

The grade level from which each question came is indicated

by the number in parentheses.

--t-~ friend came over Bnd we rode on our bikes. (1)

--If a uerson is your best friend, shouldn't he always play
with yo~ on the playgro~nd? (1)

--That Safety Patrol hoy isn't the hoss of me. Why sh~ld
1 mind him? (1)

--carol and Lee are la~ghing at my shoes. They don't like
me. None of the kids do. (2)

--Why does there always have to be a boss? (2)

--James is using a lot of bad words. I don't want to sit by
him anymore. (2)

--Girl X says that boys and girls do not play games fairly.
I tag people Bnd they say they weren't tagged. I get so
mad that 1 feel like 1 don't want to play anymore. (3)

--The big boys don't pla~ fair. They IIs ide up" against us
in a baseball game. (3)

--Two boys in the class had an argument about a small article.
a toy. Both hoys claimed the toy. (3)

--Why do children call me names and what shall I do about
it? (4)
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--Don't you think we should quit our club? Nobody ever does
anything, and it's not fun anymore. (4)

--Girl--May I \I¥)ve back by

--Everybody picks on me. (5)

--People are al~ys bossing me around. (5)

--Why doesn't John have to do all the work the rest of us do?
It isn't fair. (4)

--Do boys always have to ask the girls to dance? (6)

--~olhy does Nancy have to be captain or she doesn I t want to
play? (6)

--MUst we always play what Doris wants? (6)

With Focus on School

The following are a few sample statements which il

lustrate children's questions, concerns, problems, and in

terests which have been categorized as With Focus on School.

The grade level from which each question came is indicated

by the number in parentheses.

--How did schools begin? (1)

--~fuy can't first-graders have desks instead of tables? (1)

--Why does school begin so early in the morning? (1)

--I like to make up poems. (2)

--How t;lo you write Ureal writing?" (2)

--1 couldn't come to school yesterday. I didn't have any
clothes to wear. (2)

--My problem is in arithmetic. I need someone to help me
every day. (3)

--Why don't you visit everyone's home? Will you please oome
to see me? (3)
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--My mother doesn't mind B'B but she hates CiS.
don't get an A on my card, I'm going to get

Also, if 1
a whipping.

--When you can't spell a word, how can you find it in the
dictionary? (4)

--Why don't 1 do better in school? (4)

--Tell me if I'm going to pass. (4)

-~ does it r~uire 12 years of school to graduate? Why
not less? (5)

--Why don't they make our social studies books easier to
read? (5)

--Why do we have to be quiet before school starts? (5)

--How come you can keep learning and not fill your brain? (6)

--~!y problem is studying. 1 never seem to find the time.
It seems 1 am doing something else. (6)

--Why should a whole class be punished for a few misbehaVing? (6)

Physical Health and Sa fety

The following are a few sample statements which il

lustrate children's questions, concerns, problems, and in

terests which have been categorized as Physical Health and

Sa fety. The grade level from which ea ch question came is

indicated by number 1n parentheses.

--Sandy didn't go straight home from school. (1)

--1 1 m going to have my tonsils out, but I'm glad because
I'll get lots of toys. (1)

__Tllill an orange tree grow in my stomach if I swallow the
the seed? (l)

--Why do so many people get killed in autollDbile wrecks? (2)

--1 don't like to be tlI3de to eat things 1 don't like. (2)

--What is inside of us? (2)
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--A boy shot me with a B-B gun. (3)

--1 can stay up as late as I want to on Fridays and Satur
days. (3)

--Do we all have the same kind of blood? (3)

--Dog bit child--taken to hospital in police car •. Child
thrilled over ride. (4)

--Why do I have dark circles under my eyes? (4)

--Are there really teeth called wisdom teeth? (4)

--Member of class struck by auto while riding his bike. (5)

--I don't have time to eat breakfast. (5)

--How did people keep healthy in the olden days? (5)

--Will there be exhaust from atom-powered buses? (6)

--I have a problem with eating. I don't like vegetables. (6)

--My dad s~ys that it doesn't hurt to drink a little when
you drive. (6)

Recreation and Leisure Time

The following are a few sample statements which il

lustrate children's questions, concerns, problems, and 1n

terests which have been categorized as Recreation and Leisure

Time. The grade level from which each question came is in

dicated by the number in parentheses.

--Hy daddy is going to take me fishing next Saturday. No
body else; just me and dad. (1)

--We went to the zoo. M¥ brother and I wanted to see the
animals. My sister liked the ducks best. (1)

--I have to practice for my dance recital. I will be tired. (1)

--Tourist's children talk about trips taken in Florida, going
Over skyway. etc. (2)'
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--Today I am 8. I am going to join Cub Scouts. (2)

--Sandra got a new bicycle. (2)

--Scouts, beach, picnics, collections of cards, Ilpop" beads,
etc. (3)

--May I draw sports cars? (3)

--I'd die happy if I could watch Big League Baseball prac-
tice all day. (3)

--Last night my mother let me put on lipstick when I
out for Trick-or-Treat. (4)

went

--Hobbies:
shells,

collecting and classifying rocks, minerals, sea
stamps, airplanes, pictures, models, automobiles. (4)

--How can I manage to join the Little League team? (4)

--We go to the drive-in novie every Saturday night. (5)

--Child likes biographies because they concern real people. (5)

__I'm going to develop pictures. (5)

--I like to collect baseball flip-cards and reaa books about
baseball. (6)

--Whenever I have time I read about airplanes. (6)

--I spent all weekend cleaning our new boat. (6)

Mlral and Spiritual Values

The f0110\o110g are a few sample statements which il

lustrate children's questions, concerns, problems, and 10-

terests which have been categorized as }bral and Spiritual

Values. The grade level from which each question came is

indicated by the number in parentheses.

--Where does God live? (1)

--'t-lhere do dogs go when they die? What happens to anyone
then they die? (1)
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--Does the policeman put all bad people in jail? (1)

--How can God listen to all our prayers at night? (2)

--Does your body turn into dirt when you die? (2)

--Why can't children go into bars? (2)

--Did God make everything? (3)

--What would happen if the sun didn't.go down when it was
time for the lIDon to come up? (3)

--Why DUst I park my bike in the stands? Why can't I leave
it near the opening to the road? (3)

--How did angels get their Wings? (4)

--If a married man wanted to become a lOOok, would he give up
his wEe? (4)

--Why do some people live longer than others? (4)

--Why did God create the atomic bomb? (5)

--Will my family go to Heaven? Will I know them? (5)

--Is it wrong to go to picture shows on Sunday? (5)

-_f,fuich is roore important--going to Scout meeting or playing
on the vollyball team? (6)

--How does a jury mOl< if a person is guiltY or innocent? (6)

--What makes a good sport? (6)
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